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Lot N°  Symbol(s)  Photo Page     Cat. N°      Estimate (€)

Afghanistan

 

50000 H DCE    1870-88, Selection of First issues, Tiger’s head with various values, shades, a few  Offer 
   part sheets, 1878 handstamp, generally fine, seldom encountered (Est. € 300/500) 

50001 CC   www 1909-19 1ab Ultramarine in 14 never hinged sheets (each of 50 stamps), noted minor 205 300 
   perf. & printing varieties, colour shades, some double perforations, etc., mostly very  
   fine & interesting specialist lot (Sc $4’900 for hinged singles) 

50002 F  16 1935-46, Two covers to Sweden; 1935 commercial airmail to Stockholm cancelled  200 
   Kabul 25 Sep 1935, via Lahore in India 30 Sep, the front has a large tear that does  
   not affect the stamps, a very early air mail to Sweden; second is a registered cover  
   sent from Kabul 1946 to Storuman in Sweden arriving 17.7/46, scarce usage 

Argentina

50003 C H J  www 1888-91, Specialised collection of the low values with mint and used, numerous blocks,  Offer 
 P S    Specimens (muestra), imperfs, proof, fly speck varieties etc. (Est. € 150/200) 

Azerbaijan

50004 CC   2008, Face value lot of about 19500 of the 20qap, 30qap, 40qap and 60qap Beijing  Offer 
   2008 Olympic stamps, all valid for postage, all in complete sets, total face value is  
   approx. 29,250 manat, which at the time of going to press is just over € 25,000, an  
   opportunity for dealer/entrepreneur (Est. € 4’000/5’000) 

Biafra

50005 J  www 1967 4d of MAY 30 issue complete sheet of 100, rare  200

Bolivia

50006 F  16 1897 Coat-of-Arms 2B Yellow, green, red and black cancelled by CORREOS DE BOLIVIA  700 
   /ORURO cds on registered cover to Germany, paying pays 9 times letter rate plus  
   registration, Buenos Aires and Hamburg arrival bs, also three wax seals and a few  
   small opening tears at top, very fine & extremely rare value on cover, ex Ortiz-Patiño.   
   cert. Brian Moorhouse (2010) 

50007 CC C www 1867-68, Attractive “Condoritos” collection on stockpages with numerous singles and  Offer 
 H DCE    multiples incl. complete sheets and part sheets, mostly unused, 34 singles, three  
   pairs, four blocks of four, two blocks of six, three blocks of eight, one practically  
   complete reconstituted plate plus three complete plates, nice work on shades and  
   positions in the plate (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

Brazil

50008 F  16 1863 (Mar 12) Entire from Campinas to Ireland with 1850-66 300r on obverse tied by  800 
   barred circle paying overseas postage and 60r pair on reverse tied by despatch paying  
   internal postage (applied over the flap with heavy crease), with Brazilian, French  
   Paquebot and Irish ds, minor soiling, a rare franking and destination, ex “Emerald” 

Overseas

Tuesday, December 8, 2015 at 11:00

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50000
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THE LARGEST FRANKING IN BRAZIL CLASSIC PHILATELY

 

50009 DFE   1870 Large front with 1861 430r yellow imperf. multiple franking of 16 examples 28  
   (strip of 9 + block of 7), registered (red oval cancel) packet from Rio de Janeiro (24.08  
   cds) to Bahia, red manuscript 7300 (reis) being the rate for 2kg190g (a 60r and two  
   430r detached).  
     

   By far the largest postal franking in Brazil classic philately and undoubtedly an  
   unmatchable exhibition item.  
     

   Provenance: Pracchia, Lima Grand Prix collections.  
     

                                                                              Estimate: € 25’000 - € 35’000 

50010 F   www 1881-1947 Group of 104 covers with interest in used postal stationery and airs incl.  Offer 
   Zeppelins, mixed (Est. € 150/250) 

50011 CC  www 1930-90, Extensive fresh clean accumulation of all mint NH sets neatly arranged in 9  Offer 
   stockbooks. Value in €2 to €20 sets (many ID’s with prices) in quantities of 5 to  
   20 or so each. Very colourful group with excellent thematic appeal. Michel cat value  
   will exceed €35,000! (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

Cambodia

50012 P   1960-75, Attractive group of 85 imperforates, 39 deluxe proofs (one collective), 13  1’800 
   artist signed proofs, very fine, seldom encountered 

 

50013 CC   1963 3R double surcharge (one inverted) on 2.50R brown, mint nh, very fine, rare,  200 
   signed Calves 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50013
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50019
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50033
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50039
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50039
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50039
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Chile

50014 F   www 1852-68, Lot of 13 classic covers bearing mostly imperf. Columbus and perf. Columbus  Offer 
   issues, noted two bisects incl. one with mute cancel (see accompanying documentation)  
   (Est. € 400/700) 

50015 H    1853-62, Selection of Columbus 5c brown red and 10c blue with various papers, shades,  Offer 
   etc., ideal for research (Est. € 200/300) 

China

50016 F  16 1899 CIP 4c tied by Peking 21.11.99 cds to ppc to England in combination with France  850 
   10c tied by Shanghai 28.11.99 cds, readdressed to Sweden with GB 1d violet tied by  
   Bristol cds and by Malmo cds on arrival, very rare 

 

50017 G   1903 Bisect of the 2c CIP with surcharge “Postage 1 Cent Paid” tied by Foochow  150 
   22.10.03 cds to small piece, very fine 

50018 F   www 1903 Bisect of the 2c CIP with surcharge “Postage 1 Cent Paid” tied by Foochow  150 
   22.10.03 cds to cover (faults not detracting stamp) to USA, scarce 

50019 J P  16 1947 International Reply Coupon in proof block of four, this being the unique example  2’400 
   in private hands, presented to Eugene Thomas at the 1947 UPU Congress in Paris, showpiece 

50020 C   www 1960 Goldfish set of 12, plus 1960 Chrysanthemum set of 18, very fine  200

50021 CC   www 1961 Tennis Table min.sheet, plus set of four, plus 1963 Sports set of five, plus 1965  400 
   Sports set of 8, nh, very fine 

50022 C H www 1878-1909, Mint & used collection in one stockbook showing a nice selection of Large  Offer 
 DCE    and Small dragons, several 1897 provisionals, then Chinese Imperial Post high values  
   incl. $2 and $5 mint, mixed to fine, see web for complete scans (Est. € 800/1’200) 

50023 C H  1878-1972, Mint & used accumulation in one large stockbook from Large Dragons  Offer 
 DCE   onwards to PRC (Est. € 700/1’000) 

50024 F   www 1878-1980, A very mixed chaotic yet very interesting range, beginning with the large  Offer 
   dragons and ending with much good PRC, a last minute entry with huge potential,   
   plenty of work needed (Est. € 6’000/10’000) 

50025 F   www 1880-1950, Fascinating lot of 14 covers and cards, including foreign PO and Hong Kong,  Offer 
   with 1880 cover with contents in Farsi, sent from Hong Kong to Persia, with forwarding  
   agents cachet in English & Farsi, plus officials, taxed, re-directed, undeliverables,  
   advertising usages, destination mail, consignee mail, plus East German presentation  
   book and catalogue, with 1958 National Heroes sheetlet, mixed to fine, an unusual  
   assembly (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50026 CC C   1880-1980, China and PRC fascinating and valuable holding of mint and used both  Offer 
 H  ROC and PRC, unorganised in its current state with albums and pages, loose stamps in  
   glassines & cards, stockpages and so forth, better items from 1st issue large + small  
   dragons (incl. mint), interesting cancels to modern mint sets and min.sheet of ROC and  
   PRC with items €50 to many €100s each scattered throughout, plus on many under  
   €50 items which will add up fast (Est. € 5’000/7’000)  
 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50017
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50027 C H www 1894-1963, Mint and used collection on pages including a small section of Wuhu  Offer 
 DCE    local post, then China proper with Dr. Sun and Junk issues, Manchuko, some foreign  
   post-offices, etc. (Est. € 300/400) 

 

50028 CC C  1946-64, Early People Republic of China mint collection in two stockbooks, noted  Offer 
 DCE    sections of East and North East China incl. min sheets, then PRC proper including 1960  
   Fish in blocks of four, 1962 Mei Lan-Fang incl. two sets in blocks of four plus two  
   min.sheets, the two min.sheets have small faults, also 1960 Chrysanthemums in blocks  
   of four, 1961 Tang Dynasty Pottery in blocks of four, 1963 Butterflies in blocks of  
   four, etc, see scans on the web (Est. € 5’000/8’000) 

50029 CC   www 1964-68, Mint nh assembly of 140+ stamps incl. Mao Thoughts, very fine, a few mixed  Offer 
   quality not counted, see scans (Est. € 1’000/2’000) 

50030 H   www 1964-68, Used assembly of 34 stamps incl. 1967 Mao Thoughts, very fine, see scans  Offer 
   (Est. € 300/600) 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50028
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50028
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50028
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THE “FORTH” COLLECTION OF CHINESE & HONG KONG 
PICTURE POSTCARDS

The following 50 lots form a lifetime of collecting with over 7200 cards 
mostly unused  with a smattering of used throughout. This collection 
shows a vast array of different scenes including trams & railways, 
boats & steamships, street scenes, family scenes, local markets, etc. In 
addition and in true postcard collectors fashion the amazing assembly 
presents many of the same scenes but from different publishers and 
or from different angles. 
 
The period cover is from the late 19th century to about 1940, however 
the vast number of cards fall in the 1900 to 1920 period, with both 
black and white, early coloured cards, plus a variety of different later 
colouring methods. 
 
As the collector’s passion was to collect the cards by publisher the 
following lots are arrange alphabetically in publisher order as follows:

Note: All quantities indicated in the following lots are approximations; for viewing
all the lots in this section, please consult our Website and view the images.

 

50031 F    PUBLISHERS A - A.H.& CO OF HONG KONG: Selection of 85 picture postcards of Hong  Offer 
   Kong, mostly unused with a few used, show duplication but in different colours, better  
   scenes include trams and mountain railways etc. (85) (Est. € 600/800) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50031
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50032 F   22 PUBLISHERS A - American Baptist Missionary Union Boston (2), American Chinese Drug  Offer 
   Co (8), American Dispensary (15), Amoy Times (4), Art & Scenic Card Co, Shanghai (2),  
   Assomal (8) and Astor House Hotel Co. (12), mostly unused with a few used, better  
   include three partly handpainted etc. (51)  (Est. € 300/500) 

50033 F   16 PUBLISHERS B - Brewer & Co. Ltd, Hong Kong, selection of 97 picture postcards of  Offer 
   Hong Kong, mostly unused with thirteen used including Russian Office used in China  
   etc. (97)  (Est. € 600/900) 

 

50034 F   22 PUBLISHERS B - Burr Photo Co, Shanghai, selection of 82 picture postcards of Hong  Offer 
   Kong, mostly unused with seven used etc. (82) (Est. € 500/800) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50032
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50034
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50035 F   22 PUBLISHERS B - Selection of 183 picture postcards including Bahlke, Hans (42), Banzai  Offer 
   & Co (6), Baolaiguan (8), Baolaiguan, Nanking (4), Baumann, Arnold (5), Bee Ling & Co  
   (14), Bernard & Monhonval (37), Bernard, CH., Bethonie-Sanatorium, Hong Kong (1),  
   Betines, S.J. &Co. (2), Bewo Art Publishers (1), Bohnstedt (2), Boone University (3),  
   Boone University (3), Brown, P.S. & Co., (1), Bracco, C. (17), Brefwer & Co. (1), Broadway  
   Mansions Hotel, Shanghai (1), Bunkaido Photo Dept (11), Bunpodo (4) and Burfr Photo  
   Co (1), mostly unused with a some used including Russian & German Post Offices  
   usages etc. (183) (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

 

50036 F   22 PUBLISHERS C - Camera Craft Co., Peking, selection of 151 picture postcards mostly  Offer 
   of Peking, mostly unused with a few used etc. (151) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50035
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50036
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50054
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50037 F   22 PUBLISHERS C - Chrom Edit Kingshill, Shanghai, selection of 232 picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Shanghai and general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc.  
   (232) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

 

50038 F   22 PUBLISHERS C - Commercial Press, Shanghai, selection of 201 picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Shanghai and general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc.,  
   incl. a series of card depicting scenes of ‘The Revolutionary Army’, also apparently a  
   complete set of eleven cards of West Lake in Hangchow (201) (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

50039 F   16 PUBLISHERS C - Canadian Pacific Cruise (4), Catholic Mission Press (6), Caxton Printing  Offer 
   Company (4), C.H.-Eric Politzer (30), Chinese Baptist Publishing (19), China Photographic   
   Materials Co (2), Chinese American Publishing Co. (28), Chinese First Photogravure  
   Co (1), Chinese Government Railway (1), Ching Er Hotel (3), Chirouze (1), Chita H (2),   
   Chongwen Printing (1), Chung Kwa Book Co Ltd (18), Church General Hospital (2),   
   City Government of Greater Shanghai (12), Cliché L.M. (5), College Book Store (4),    
   College de Zi-ka-wei (1), Court Hotel (1), Culture & Art Publishing, Shanghai (1), selection  
   of 154 picture postcards of Canton, Tsingtao, Hangchow, Nanking, Shanghai etc., plus   
   general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine & rare assembly    
   (154) (Est. € 700/1’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50037
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50038
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50040 F   22 PUBLISHERS D - Denniston & Sullivan, Shanghai, selection of 325 picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Shanghai and general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with about twenty-five  
   used many from the US post office in Shanghai etc. (325) (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

 

50041 F   22 PUBLISHERS D - Daibutsu (39), Dairen Steamship CO (2), Daiwakan (5), Deutsche  Offer 
   Druckerei & Verlagsanstalt (17), Diesing An& CO (4), Dongyantang (1), Dutch Mission  
   in China (24), selection of 92 mostly early picture postcards with cards of Canton,  
   Nanking, Tientsin, Tsingtau, Peking, Hong Kong, Shanghai etc., plus general Chinese  
   scenes, mostly unused with a few used including Russian foreign post offices etc., a  
   fine & rare assembly with many early colour cards present (92) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50040
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50041
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50042 F   22 PUBLISHERS E,F,G,I - East Hebel Anticommunist Autonomos (2), Evans Edward (45),  Offer 
   Ezekiel J & CO (23), F (1), FF (1), Fong Ah (7), Fong Lee (1), Fong Yin (2), Fong Ying (3),  
   Fung the author & CO (1), Fwol (1), G.E.T ST (1), Gammon Chas F (24), General Book  
   and news CO (1), Geschke Johs (4), Gongsi Dongya (1), Graeco Egyptian Tobacco Store  
   (65), Grand Hotel de Pekin (5), Griffin Martin (1), Grill Warehouse Max (74), Ikugata I &   
   Co (3), Imperial Hotel (1), Institut des Haites Etudes Ind (1), Inter national Reform Bureau  
   (1), Iseya Hankow (33), Itschang (3), Iwainoto (1), Iwata H (3), selection of 240 mostly  
   early picture postcards with cards of Amoy, Mokanshan, Canton, Hankow, Tientsin.   
   Peking, Hong Kong, Shanghai etc., plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with  
   a few used including Russian foreign post offices etc., a fine & rare assembly with  
   many early colour cards present (240) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

 

50043 F   28 PUBLISHERS G - Graca & Co, Hong Kongi, selection of 139 early picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Hong Kong and some from Macao, mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine  
   assembly of early cards, a rare group (139) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50042
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50043
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50044 F   28 PUBLISHERS G - Grill, Warehouse Max, Tsingtau, selection of 74 early picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Tsingtau including stamps cards, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused  
   with some used etc., a fine & rare assembly of early cards, some hand coloured (74)  
   (Est. € 800/1’200) 

 

50045 F   28 PUBLISHERS H - Hartung’s Photo Shop, Legation Street, Peking, selection of 159 picture  Offer 
   postcards mostly of Peking and general Chinese scenes, some real photo cards present,  
   mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine assembly (159) (Est. € 500/800) 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50044
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50045
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50046 F   28 PUBLISHERS H - Hong Kong Picture Postcard Co., Hong Kong, selection of 234  Offer 
   picture postcards mostly of Hong Kong and general Chinese scenes, some real photo  
   cards present, mostly unused with approximately 20 used etc., a fine assembly (234)   
   (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

 

50047 F   28 PUBLISHERS H - Hirsbrunner & Co., Shanghai, selection of 42 early picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Shanghai, some Tienrsin, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with  
   some used etc., a fine & very rare assembly of early cards (42) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50046
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50047
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50048 F   28 PUBLISHERS H - Hagakikwai Nihon (2), Hakubundo (9), Hakubunto (3), Hall & Holtz Ltd  Offer 
   (9), Hang P. Dielilefilg (1), Hankow Photography Studio (1), Hartung M Peking China  
   (41), Hartung M Peking China (1), Haupt Adolph (17), Him Henry Sam (2), Hing A (5),  
   Hinode Shoko (11), Hiryu (6), Ho Ping Sheh (5), Hong Kong   Shanghai Hotels Ltd ( 6),  
   Hong Kong (Canton and Macao Steamb (4), Hong Lau ( 2), Hood & CO Lim (9), Hoshino-Ya,  
   Hy Logo 810), Hsen Tsin Lou (1), Hsiang Shan Junior Republic (5), Hsieh Rong Printing  
   Co (9), Huazhongtiedao (3), Huo Foo Photo studio (1), selection of 160 picture postcards  
   with cards of Hankow, Tientsin, Tsingtau, Peking, Hong Kong, Shanghai etc., plus  
   general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used including German foreign post  
   offices etc., a fine & rare assembly (160) (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

 

50049 F   28 PUBLISHERS K - K.M. & Co., Hong Kong, selection of 186 early coloured picture  Offer 
   postcards mostly of Hong Kong, plus attractive selection of eight long Panorama cards,  
   all but one in special folders, mostly unused with approximately 6 used etc., a fine &  
   scarce assembly (186) (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50048
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50049
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50050 F   28 PUBLISHERS K - Kruse & Co., Hong Kong, selection of 72 early picture postcards mostly  Offer 
   of Hong Kong, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with some used etc., a fine   
   & rare assembly of early cards 72) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

 

50051 F    PUBLISHERS K - Kelly & Walsh Ltd., Shanghai, selection of 140 picture postcards mostly  Offer 
   of Shanghai, Hong Kong, Hangchow, plus attractive selection of watercolour cards &  
   special presentation packs of card, all in special folders, mostly unused with few used  
   etc., a fine & scarce assembly (140) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50050
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50051
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50052 F   28, PUBLISHERS K - Kuhn & Komar, Shanghai, selection of 89 early picture postcards mostly  Offer 
  32 of Shanghai, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with some used etc., a fine   
   & rare assembly of early cards, some hand coloured (89) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

 

50053 F   32 PUBLISHERS K - Kingshill Trading Co., Shanghai, selection of 232 picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Shanghai, some Hong Kong and Peking, plus general Chinese scenes,   
   mostly unused with approximately 32 used etc., a fine & scarce assembly (232)   
   (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

50054 F   32 PUBLISHERS K - Kalkowsky (1), Kamogawa & CO (51), Katholische Mission (1), Kawamura  Offer 
   Yoko (6), Kawamura Yoko (1), Kawano Photo Studio (2), Kayodo (12), King Edward Hotel  
   (2), King Peitaiho (1), Kishida & CO T (51), Kodak Shop (9), Komor & Komar (28), Kong  
   Chow Tzu (19), Kroebel Verlag and E (1), selection of 189 picture postcards mostly of  
   Hankow, Hong Kong, Tientsin, Peking and Shanghai, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly  
   unused with a few used etc., a fine & rare assembly, some beautifully hand coloured  
   (189) (Est. € 1’200/1’800) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50052
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50053
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50055 F   32 PUBLISHERS L - Lai Chong Photo CO (4), Lai Kong (2), Lakeview Hotel (4), Landmann  Offer 
   Von G (3), Lau Ping Kee (69), Le Munyon CE (2), Lee E (18), Librairie Française  Pekin  
   (33), Linder Paul (3), Liou Seu Collection (25), Loescher Verlag R. & CO (1), Ludwig  
   O (27), selection of 198 picture postcards with cards of Tientsin, Tsingtau, Peking,  
   Hong Kong, Shanghai etc., plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used  
   including German & Russian foreign post offices etc., a fine & rare assembly (198)  
   (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

 

50056 F   32 PUBLISHERS M - M.A.&Co., Hong Kong, selection of 122 early picture postcards mostly  Offer 
   of Hong Kong, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with some used etc., a   
   fine &rare assembly of early cards, many hand coloured (122) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50055
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50055
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50056
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50057 F   32 PUBLISHERS M - Mee Cheung, Tientsin (Japanese printers), selection of 111 early  Offer 
   picture postcards mostly of Amoy, Canton, Hong Kong, Kakchio, plus general Chinese  
   scenes, mostly unused with some used etc., a fine & rare assembly of early cards (111)  
   (Est. € 800/1’200) 

 

50058 F   32 PUBLISHERS M - MacTavish, Shanghai, selection of 81 picture postcards mostly of  Offer 
   Shanghai, some Tienrsin, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with some used  
   etc., a fine & rare assembly (81) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50057
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50058
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50059 F    PUBLISHERS M - MIG (12), Majestic Hotel (8), Mayeda S (3), Mee Cheung Messageries  Offer 
   Maritimes (3), Milne W M (8), Ming Sze Yuen (6), Ming Tse Kam (1), Ministry of com-  
   munications (10), Missies photo bureau (1), Miyage Studio (2), MM (1), Munyon C.E.  
   LE (1), Murakami Toyo (54), Myrciades & CO JG (38), selection of 149 picture postcards  
   with cards of Chefoo, Peking, Port Arthur, Tientsin, Shanghai, plus general Chinese scenes,   
   mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine & rare assembly (149) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

 

50060 F   32 PUBLISHERS N - Nossier, Ma & Co., Shanghai, selection of 93 early picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Shanghai, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with some used etc.,   
   a fine & rare assembly of early cards (93) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50059
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50060
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50061 F   36 PUBLISHERS N - NC, Tientsin (Japanese printers), selection of 98 early picture  Offer 
   postcards mostly of Peking & Tienstin, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused  
   with some used etc., a fine & rare assembly of early cards, some hand coloured (98)   
   (Est. € 800/1’200) 

 

50062 F   36 PUBLISHERS N - Nachf Carl Wolff (3),Nagasumu Studio (1), Nakadogawa Yoko (38),  Offer 
   Nakahiro Yoko (29), Nakayama (20), Nakazwa & CO (1), Nanke trading Co (1), Neumann  
   (1), New Art studio (1), Newspaper enterprise Ltd. (2), Nihondo Maybe Nippondo (7),  
   Niikas Bro & CO (3), Nikkodo Boostore (45), Nippon Yusen Kaisha (1), Nippondo Shanghai  
   (36), North China Railway (1), North China Union Women’s College (1), selection of 191  
   picture postcards with cards of Chefoo, Peking, Tientsin, Hankow, Shanghai, Wei-hai-wei,  
   plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine & rare assembly  
   (191) (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50061
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50062
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50063 F   36 PUBLISHERS O & P - Oertel Verlag F (16), Office d’information du gouvernement (1), Ota  Offer 
   Bros & CO (18), Paizis CH J (16), Palace Hotel (1), Park Hotel (4), Peak Hotel Hongkong  
   (1), Peninsula Hotel (1), Pfluger Richd (1), Philipp Verlag Carl (1), Piens C (46), POC (1),  
   selection of 117 picture postcards of Chefoo, Tsingtau, Hong Kong, Peking, Shanghai  
   etc., plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine & rare  
   assembly (107) (Est. € 700/1’000) 

 

50064 F   36 PUBLISHERS R - R. & JD (2), Rembrandt Photo CO (45), Repulse bay hotel (2), Rey LM  Offer 
   (13), Ribeiro (54), Rose Verlag Otto (11), selection of 127 picture postcards with cards  
   of Hankow showing images of rebel killed during battle at Hankow, Hong Kong, Tsingtau,  
   Tientsin and Shanghai, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used  
   etc., a fine & rare assembly (127) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

 

50065 F   40 PUBLISHERS S - Sternberg, M., Hong Kong, selection of 795 picture postcards mostly  Offer 
   of Hong Kong, some Macao, Canton and Shanghai, plus general Chinese scenes, plus  
   a selection of cards depeicting the damage after the typhoon of the 18th of September  
   1906 etc., mostly unused with approximately 70 used including US post office in  
   Shanghai usages etc., a fine & scarce assembly (795) (Est. € 6’000/9’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50064
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50065
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50066 F  36 PUBLISHERS S - Scholz, Franz, Tientsin, selection of 120 early picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Peking & Tienstin, some Hong Kong and Peking, plus general Chinese  
   scenes, mostly unused with some used etc., a fine & rare assembly of early cards  
   (120) (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

50067 F   36, PUBLISHERS S - SS (10), Satow D (1), Sayce & CO ( 6), Schambach & CO (1), Schmidt  Offer 
  46 Walther (1), Schwarkopf F (1), Seidel M & CO (1), Seiundo Printing CO (3), Shanghai  
   Art and Scenic Card CO (15), Shanghai Art Publishing CO (1), Shanghai Post Card (3),  
   Shanhaiguan Daiwa Studio (1), Shaowu Girls School (1), Sheung (4), Shimoe Postcard  
   Dept. (1), Shing (27), Shioshitsu Group (1), Shiseido Shanghai (3), Sietas & CO (48),  
   Sietas Planbeck & CO (2), Sietlayas & CO (1), Sincere CO (15), Soochow University  
   YMCA (1), Soryu Yoko (15), South Asia printing (1), South China Expeditionary army (2),  
   South Manchurian Railway (12), Stertilnberg M (1), Sun A (3), Sun Wan (2), Susan Bond  
   Wilson School (1), Swanton Drawn Work CO (4), Swanton Drawn Work CO (3), Sze Yuen  
   Ming (3), selection of 201 picture postcards with cards of Chefoo, Hong Kong, Manchuria,  
   Tientsin and Shanghai, plus general Chinese scenes, plus two cards handmade with  
   cut outs of stamps or Stamp Art, mostly unused with a few used some with French &   
   German colonial usages, plus US, a fine & rare assembly (201) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

 

50068 F  36 PUBLISHERS T - TP Ltd (12), Ta Fung & CO (13), Tai Woo (13), Taishodo (2), Takahashi  Offer 
   (3), Tasaka Photo Studio (11), TH (68), Theo Culty (6), TH C. Stern (1), TH EL Serie (31),  
   The grand (1), Tientsin Peking Yi Shih Pao (2), Tientsin Press Limited (3), Tillot Cliche R  
   (19), Tippelskirch & CO (1), TN Culty Collection (1), Tokiwa Hotel (1), Tokyo Photo printing  
   CO (1), Toyo Bunka (1), Toyoto KItahara (1), Trendel (30), Truth Hall press (1), Tschang  
   Ta Tsching (1), Tse Kam Ming (2), Tsinan Chongwen Book printing CO (1), Tsinan Tng  
   Bookstore Tsinan (2), Turco-Tzu Nan Chih (3), selection of 232 picture postcards mostly  
   of Tientsin, Peking and Shanghai, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with  
   a few used etc., a fine & rare assembly (232) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50066
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50068
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50069 F   40 PUBLISHERS T - Tabaqueira Filipina, Shanghai, selection of 106 picture postcards  Offer 
   mostly of Shanghai, some Chapoo, Hankow, Hangchow and Foochow, plus general  
   Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine & scarce assembly (106)   
   (Est. € 700/1’000) 

 

50070 F   40 PUBLISHERS T - Turco or Turko Egyptian Tobacco Store, Hong Kong, selection of 148  Offer 
   picture postcards mostly of Hong Kong, some Macao and Canton, plus general  
   Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine & scarce assembly (148)   
   (Est. € 800/1’200) 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50069
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50070
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50071 F   40 PUBLISHERS U - Universal Postcard & Picture Co., Shanghai, selection of 219 picture  Offer 
   postcards mostly of Shanghai, some Nanking, Hangchow, Peking and Soochow, plus  
   general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc., a fine & scarce assembly  
   (219) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

 

50072 F   40 PUBLISHERS W - Wagner E Tsingtau (1), Wannieck (42), Waterbury Norma (1), Watson  Offer 
   AS (17), West Lake Exposition (3), West Lake Liufang Photo studio (5), Winckler & CO   
   (2), Wing on CO Ltd (2), Wolff Carl (17), Wolff Max (16), Women’s Foreign Missionary  
   Soc. (1), Wu Francis Studio (29), selection of 108 early picture postcards, mostly  
   unused with some used including German, French, French Colonial, Russian, India  
   Expeditionary Forces & Hong Kong usages etc., a fine & rare assembly of early cards  
   (108) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50071
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50072
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50073 F   40 PUBLISHERS Y - S. Yamamoto, Peking, selection of 178 early picture postcards mostly  Offer 
   of Peking, plus general Chinese scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc., many  
   showing attractive hand colouring, a fine & rare assembly of early Peking cards (178)   
   (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

 

50074 F   40 PUBLISHERS Y - Yamamoto Photo Studio (29), Yamanaka Peking (1), Yamato Studio (6),  Offer 
   Yanstse valley Student summer conf (1), Yee Wo Shing (63), Yoboy Running besides  
   Horse (1), Yoshida Postcard Store (16), Young Photo CO (49)., selection of 166 picture  
   postcards mostly of Tientsin, some Peking, Tingtao and  Shanghai, plus general Chinese  
   scenes, mostly unused with a few used etc.,, a fine & rare assembly of early cards  
   (166) (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50073
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50074
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Wei Hai Wei

50075 G  46 1898 LKT 2 Red together with CIP 2C red tied by CHEFOO 19 JAN 99 cds on fragment,  500 
   rare, in use between December 98 and March 99 

Japanese Post Offices

50076 G  46 1899 (Apr 14) Piece with Japan 1883 New Koban 2sen x 3 (one damaged and uncancelled)  100 
   tied by IPO tie-print of Foochow and cancelled by Shanghai IJPO cds of Apr 14 1899, fine 

Taiwan

50077 CC C   1957-95, Good mint & used accumulation of Taiwan in two stockbooks crammed with  Offer 
 H  a great deal of sets and singles from this period, very fine (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

Colombia

50078 F   www 1930-40 SCADTA specialised US Consular ovpt. (“EU”) selection of 8 covers, 2 pieces   Offer 
   + 10 stamps, noted combinations of consular ovpts + US stamps (one First Flight  
   cover with Peru stamps also!) + 3 with Colombia stamps, interesting and rare groups  
   (Est. € 600/800) 

Ecuador

50079 CC C  46 1865-72 1r Orange on quadrille paper oriented vertically from the 5th printing, a 1 200 
 J  very scarce large block of 10 (pos. 29-33/38-42), pos. 32 shows “UN PEAL” variety  
   typical of the poor impressions, full og with 8 stamps nh, a rarity, fresh and very fine  
   (Scott $600 as singles) 

Ethiopia

50080 CC   www 1919-30, Five IMPERFS and one MISPERF, nh, very fine  200

50081 CC J   www 1926-27 1G surcharge on 12G violet & grey in never hinged block of 15 with double  100 
   surcharge variety, fine 

50082 CC  46 1931 1/4g & 1g in two strips of five imperf in mint nh corner marginal, very fine, scarce  300

 

50083 CC   1943 Obelisk, handstamped set of five, never hinged and very fine, an extremely rare 229A- 3’000 
   set of which only 40 sets were so handstamped for presentation purposes during the 229E 
   inauguration ceremony of the new Obelisk 

50084 CC C www 1894-1967, Attractive chiefly mint collection in three hingeless albums showing a  Offer 
 H F    great deal of completion from numbers 1 to 501 of the Yvert catalogue, includes airs  
   up to N° 108, express mail and postage dues from 1 to 49, also 14 covers, plus  
   Italian Occupation section comprising three mint sets (one unmounted) and three covers  
   (Yvert €21’000+) (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50085 CC C   1905-70, Specialised collection in two stockbooks loaded with errors, varieties, curio,  Offer 
 H  proofs, overprints, etc., many extremely rare items, plus Selection of 140 covers incl.  
   reg’d, censor, better frankings,ideal to start an exhibit on this popular & exotic country   
   (Est. € 13’000/15’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50083
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50083
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50083
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50083
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50083
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Guatemala

50086 F  46 1889 Telegraph envelope from Colomba to Paul Jacobssan, the Belgian Vice Consul  300 
   with Oficina Telegrafica COSTA CUTA violet cachet alongside, small part of backflap  
   missing, scarce 

50087 CC H   www 1898 Surcharge issue on fiscal issue, duplicated ranges mint and used in stockbook  750 
   with varieties and multiples, many fly speck varieties, positions and forgeries identified,  
   STC £2’500+, ex Spycher 

50088 DCE S   www 1917-21 Waterlow SPECIMEN sheetlets of 9 unused, 10 sheets plus block of 6, 1  300 
   duplicated, fine 

50089 CC   www 1921 12 1/2c on 25c green surcharged in black never hinged sheet of 94 (corner block  150 
   of 6 removed), some toning and peripheral faults, (Cat. £1’400+) 

 
50090 50091

50090 C   1936 5q Blue and orange variety MISSING QUETZAL mint, cert. Robson Lowe  600 
   (SG320a, £1’400) 

50091 H   1937 25c Green MISSING QUETZAL variety used with Robson Lowe certificate stating  600 
   ‘small tear at foot’ (SG314b, £2’000) 

50092 F  46 1950 Social assistance miniature sheet imperf showing British Honduras inscription  200 
   used on the reverse of 1951 cover to Switzerland. This sheet was redrawn as Guatemala  
   did not recognise British Honduras. A major rarity, believed unique on cover. (see  
   Guatemala handbook No 702b) 

50093 CC  46 1970 Conservation of Atitlan Grebes miniature sheet IMPERF nh mint, only a few recorded  200

Collections

50094 CC C www 1881-1978 Duplicated ranges in stockbook with a few varieties, noted 1947-48 complete  Offer 
 H J    booklet (exploded), very scarce, ex Spycher (Est. € 120/200) 

50095 F   www 1887-1948 Group of 36 covers with a wide range of frankings including early covers  Offer 
   with numeral frankings, noted 1887 cover to Denmark, diverse cancels, destinations,  
   postal stationery, picture postcards, Official etc., ex Spycher (Est. € 750/1’000) 

50096 F DFE  46 1889-1953 Accumulation of covers (153) with numerous Quetzal issues including  Offer 
   diverse frankings overseas, registered, cancel interest, collection of early postal  
   stationery, much uprated, 1930 Scadta cover, 2 franked Newspapers, incoming mail,   
   much of interest throughout, ex Spycher (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50097 F   www 1890-1913 Duplicated group of postal stationery mint or used including reply cards,  Offer 
   express issue and newspaper wrappers, some uprated, cancel and destination interest  
   (177) (Est. € 300/400) 

50098 F   46 1894-1902 Group of 67 covers/postal stationery/postcards including diverse frankings,  Offer 
   registered, uprated, many franked surcharge issues including 1898 and 1901 issues,   
   few with faults, generally fine, ex Spycher (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50099 F   46 1894-96 Group of 48 covers, all franked 1894-95 surcharge issue, diverse frankings  Offer 
   from local rates, registered/AR, uprated stationery, multiples, inverted, destinations,  
   much of interest throughout, ex Spycher (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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50100 CC C  1898 and 1920 Provisional Surcharge issues duplicated ranges in large stockbook with  Offer 
 H L    many varieties and multiples throughout, STC £5580, ex Spycher (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50101 CC C www 1899-1921 Duplicated ranges neatly set out in 4 stockbooks of the provisional sur-  Offer 
 H F    charge issues replete with varieties and multiples, also noted section of the 1867  
 L  ‘bogus’ issue, outstanding holding, ex Spycher (Est. € 700/1’000) 

50102 S   48 1913-27 SPECIMENS from the Madagascar UPU archives, noted 1913 surcharge set,   Offer 
   1922 25c surcharges on 10 different values, 1926 Waterlow set, 1927 Obligatory Tax  
   1c, all in strips of 3 or 3 singles, tied by special red cachets (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50103 CC C www 1920-67 Group of varieties, Specimens, essays, imperfs etc., some in multiples,  Offer 
 H A     much of interest including 1938 Constitution 1c with missing date, ex Spycher  
 S  (Est. € 400/600) 

 

50104 CC C  1922-26 Waterlow, 1924 Lithos (Feb) and Provisionals (June/Aug) issues, highly  Offer 
 H G  specialised collection with a plethora of plate proofs, die proofs, multiples including  
 F J    complete sheets, varieties, Specimens throughout along with ca.300 covers / postcards /  
 A P  postal stationery items, wonderful assembly, probably the best of its kind, ex Spycher  
   (Est. € 5’000/7’500) 

50105 CC C www 1927-50 Duplicated ranges in 2 large stockbooks mint and used with many varieties,  Offer 
 H G  Specimens, Essays, Die Proofs, multiples etc. throughout, some with certificates,  
 A S    exceptional assembly, ex Spycher (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50106 CC H www 1938-86 Duplicated souvenir sheet accumulation in 3 stockbooks mint and used, on  Offer 
 F    covers including FDCs and some sets in blocks of 4, varieties, some rare usages, ex  
   Spycher (Est. € 300/400) 

50107 CC C www 1950-96 Duplicated ranges in 3 stockbooks with multiples, plate proofs, a few essays  Offer 
 H A  and die proofs, varieties throughout, noted original drawings by the engraver for Eleanor  
 P S    Roosevelt 1973 issue, much of interest, ex Spycher (Est. € 700/1’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50100
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50104
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Haiti

50108 C   www 1881 7c blue, complete reconstruction of the sheet of 50 mint stamps, very fine 7 460

Indonesia

50109 J DCE  48 1947 Rebel Post 60s violet, unused, bottom sheet marginal horizontal block of ten  100 
   showing bottom sheet margin imperforate, very fine & a scarce unlisted variety 

Iraq

50110 F  48 I.E.F: 1917 Envelope to Baghdad with India I.E.F. 1/2a tied by BASE OFFICE F / REG. /  120 
   I.E.F.” cds, fine 

50111 F  48 I.E.F: 1918 (Aug 24) Envelope from Baghdad to Persia with five India I.E.F. 1/2a  120 
   (block of four and single) tied by Bagdad cds, with censor cachet and Isfahan arrival  
   cds adjacent, fine 

50112 F  48 MOSUL: 1919 (Feb 26) Envelope sent registered to Baghdad with 1919 Mosul  240 
   Occupation 8a on 10pa tied by Mosul double circle ds with registered label adjacent,   
   Baghdad Base Post Office / M.E.F. arrival bs, fine 

50113 F  48 British Occupation: 1919 (Dec 11) Home-made envelope sent to Basra with British  160 
   Occupation 8a on 2 1/2pi bisect tied by Makinah cds, fine 

50114 F  48 British Occupation: 1920 (Jan 10) Envelope sent registered to the USA with British  240 
   Occupation 1/2a on 10pa and 4a on 1 3/4pi cancelled by Marshalls Bridge cds with  
   matching registered label, US arrivals, roughly opened at side, scarce 

50115 F  48 MOSUL: 1920 (May 9) Envelope sent registered to England with British Occupation of  150 
   Mosul 1/2a on 1pi and three 1a on 20pa tied by Mosul double circle ds, registered  
   label adjacent, London bs, minor soiling, fine and scarce 

50116 F  48 British Occupation: 1922 (Apr 7) 1a British Occ. ovpt on 20pa postal stationery  160 
   envelope, uprated with British Occ. 1a on 20pa tied by Feluja cds, backflap missing,  
   fine and scarce 

50117 F  48 British Occupation: 1923 (May 30) 1a British Occ. ovpt on 20pa postal stationery  240 
   envelope sent registered to Mexico, uprated with British Occ. 2 1/2a on 1pi (2), all  
   cancelled by Bagdad cds, reg’d label, London and Mexico bs, fine and scarce 

50118 F  48 1926 OHMS envelope from the Secretariat of H. E. the High Commissioner for Iraq to  120 
   Aden, sent registered with Baghdad West reg’d label, franked on the reverse with On  
   State Service 1924-25 8a and 1/2a pair tied by Bagdad West cds with Aden arrival  
   cds adjacent, fine 

50119 F  48 1927 (Dec 21) Envelope from the Postmaster at Basra (cachet lower left) sent insured  240 
   to Germany with 1923-25 8a and 3a tied by Busra cds, with Basrah registered label,  
   Insured label applied in London (bs) and Insured label applied in Germany with arrival  
   bs, minor soiling, scarce usage 

50120 F  48 1927 (Jun 16) Picture postcard from Baghdad to the USA with 1923-25 2a tied by  120 
   violet-black Bagdad cds, fine 

50121 F  48 1927 (Jul 5) Envelope to Syria with 1923-25 6a tied by Nasiriyah cds, sent overland  100 
   with Bagdad and Turkish Beyrouth arrival cds, minor soiling, fine 

50122 F  50 1928 (May 24) Envelope sent registered from Baghdad to Brazil with 1923-25 2a (3)   120 
   and 1a tied by Exchange Square Bagdad cds, reverse with Bagdad, London and arrival  
   cds, minor soiling, fine 

50123 F  50 1929 (Jun 4) Envelope from Kut to Amarah franked on the reverse with 1923-25 2a  120 
   tied by both despatch and arrival cds, fine 

50124 F  50 1931 (Jan 5) Envelope from Baghdad to the Expedition at Warka, with 1923-25 2a  120 
   tied by Bagdad West cds, reverse with Bagdad and Samawah transit cds, tear at foot,   
   scarce cancels 
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50125 F  50 1933 (Feb 10) 3f on 1/2a postal stationery envelope tied by Dalli Abbas cds, with  120 
   Kirkuk arrival bs, diagonal crease, a scarce usage 

50126 F  50 1940 WWII registered cover from Bagdad to sailor on the H.M.S. Ajax, redirected a  240 
   number of times as they searched for the sailor who was most likely involved in support  
   operations after the H.M.S. Ajax was involved in the Battle of the Atlantic, unusual 

50127 F   50 1940-44 India Forces In Iraq: Selection of twenty-two covers, mostly stampless or with  240 
   India franking, showing an array of Field Post Office ds including FPO 57, FPO 104,  
   FPO 108, plus an array of censor mkgs & Base Post Office ds, a very scarce & interesting  
   group (22) 

50128 F   50 1942-44 American Army Post Office In Iraq: Selection of twelve covers, mostly with  240 
   US franking or stationery cancelled by American Base Forces APO 816 or U.S. Army  
   Postal Service APO 824 etc., plus unusual Iraq 20f tied by red 2-line “American  
   Consulate Basra, Iraq” on cover to New York, a very scarce & interesting group (12) 

50129 F   50 1943 Polish Forces In Iraq: Selection of four censored covers, two being registered  400 
   usages & one “One Active Service” cover, three with India franking & one stampless  
   cover, all tied or cancelled by POCZTA POLOWA cds with different number including  
   113, 117 & 121, a very scarce & interesting group 

50130 F  50 1949 Prisoner of War cover sent unfranked and passed free, with ms”Basra- Iraq” to  160 
   Germany, violet “Service of Prisoners of War” cachet, triangular censor cachets ad  
   “C-BASE” bs, faults at top, scarce 

Collections

50131 H G   52 1875-1914 Comprehensive specialised collection of the OTTOMAN OFFICES IN IRAQ  Offer 
 F  neatly presented on 36 pages & plus a quantity of loose stamps and fragments, showing  
   stamps, fragments, cards, covers and postal documents, with a wide variety of town  
   cancels present and often in different types showing negative seals, arabic boxed and  
   circular types, plus a wide array of barred double-circle types, towns include Ana, Amara,  
   Ashar, Bedre, Bakouba, Bassora, Chamyé, Chehriban, Divanie, Filoudje, Hille,  Hit,  
   Hanekin, Kerbela, Keryé Bachi, Kiazimie, Kiout ul Amara, Kut ul Amare, Mendeli, Nedjef,  
   Remadie, Samira, generally fine to very fine, an excellent basis for study and expansion  
   in to an exhibit collection (more than 30 covers/cards & 160+ stamps, multiples or  
   fragments) (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

 

50132 CC C  1917-2011 Comprehensive mint collection housed in large green Scott album, showing  Offer 
 H G  good deal of completion, with airmails, postage dues, officials, miniature sheets etc.,  
 DCE     with a fine array of Issues for Bagdad & Mosul etc., practically complete, generally  
   fine to very fine (100’s) (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50133 F   52 British Occupation: 1918-23, Overprinted postal stationery, mint incl. 1/2a & 1a reply-  Offer 
   paid, 1/2a & 1a postcard, 1a envelope (2) and 2 1/2a registered envelope; used with  
   4 1a ps enevelopes (3 uprated, 1 stamp missing), 1 lettercard and 1 response pc,  
   some faults, scarce group (Est. € 800/1’200) 

50134 CC C www 1918-72 Accumulation, many on fragment, noted several covers, British Occupation  Offer 
 H G F   issue for Mosul in multiples (Est. € 100/150) 

50135 F   www 1923-32, Postal history collection of 140+ covers/cards, mostly 1923-25 issues incl.  Offer 
   airmails incl. first flights, commercial & advertising covers, better cancels incl. Hindia-  
   Barrage, Kut, Kerbala, Tuz Khormato, Sulaimani, Kirkuk, Hillah, Amarah, Nasiriyah,  
   Khaniqin, Najaf, Dohok, etc., some incoming, postal stationery (8 incl. Specimen), etc.,  
   a fantastic foundation for an exhibition collection (Est. € 4’000/6’000) 
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50136 F   52 1923-32, Postal history collection of 90+ covers/cards, with various frankings from  Offer 
   the 1923 Pictorial, 1931 KFI Rupee, 1932 KFI Dinar ovpts and 1932 KFI Dinar issues,  
   incl. registered, ppcs, strong section of airmails and first flights incl. first Baghdad-  
   Kuwait flight as well as incoming, one India KEVII franking from Bagdad, some instruction  
   hs, etc., plus some loose railways stamps (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

50137 F   www 1934-58, Postal history collection of 60+ covers/cards, with various frankings of the  Offer 
   King Ghazi and Faisal II definitives, pictorials and commemorative issues, incl. airmails  
   and first flight, incoming, British Field Post Office covers, censored,some instruction  
   hs, etc. (Est. € 400/700) 

50138 F   www 1940-85 Cancellation Collection: Attractive assembly of over one hundred & eighty  Offer 
   fragments, town cancels from many different places, from Akram to Zubair etc., an  
   interesting lots for the student (180) (Est. € 200/300) 

Israel

50139 F  50 1902 Letter from the French Postmaster at Jaffa to the French Consul in Jerusalem  300 
   informing that he sent today the diplomatic pouch, struck with “Poste française Jaffa  
   Syrie” cachet at top left, very fine, very rare 

50140 CC   58 1948 New Year, complete set in mnh TETE-BECHE blocs of six with gutter PLATE  600 
   BLOCKS, very fine, very rare 

 

50141 C H    1948-49 Doar Ivri specialised collection on leaves, top 3 values with tabs and cert.,  800 
 F  some covers included and a few later issues including 1949 miniature sheet 

50142 CC C  1948-2005, Collection in 15 albums, both mint & used from 1953, also tête-bêches,  Offer 
 H F   sheetlets, booklets, FDCs, well developed & a superb presentation (Est. € 800/1’400) 

Japan

50143 J P  52 1930 International Reply Coupon in proof block of four, this being the unique example in  2’400 
   private hands, presented to Eugene Thomas at the 1947 UPU Congress in Paris, showpiece 

50144 J P  52 1947 International Reply Coupon in proof block of four, this being the unique example in  2’000 
   private hands, presented to Eugene Thomas at the 1947 UPU Congress in Paris, showpiece 

50145 CC C www 1871-1980, Mint & used collection of Japan in one album, good selection of the earlies  Offer 
 H    despite a proportion of fakes and a few stains, later years with useful sets and singles  
   plus some min,sheets (Est. € 700/1’000) 

50146 CC C www 1871-2000 Intriguing and pleasantly unconventional coll of new + used housed on black  Offer 
 H    stockpages in 2 volumes. Includes earlier mostly used (some dubious and not counted)  
   then many good mint sets to €100’s also excellent bunch of min.sheets, unusual items  
   can be found hiding anywhere in this interesting collection, like coils (incl 14s), some  
   in pairs, booklets, occasional cover (not 1st airmail in PC) quality well above the usual  
   with much nh, cancels, varieties, etc. (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50141
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50147 CC C www 1872-1960, Outstanding mainly mint collection on well filled pages in 2 lighthouse  Offer 
 H    hingeless albums. Noted are some useful 19th cent with cherry blossoms, then fairly  
   complete complement of 20th cent incl (with high value definitives and commemoratives),  
   most min.sheets to €100s each, plus good airmails, great collection with near all value  
   in better items (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50148 CC C  www 1874-1972, Excellent mostly mint collection neatly mounted in three white Ace albums.  Offer 
 H    Most before 1920’s used with later near all mint with high degree of completion incl  
   definitives, commemoratives and min.sheets to €100s each; incl airmails (note 1st  
   issue 3s mint), although a few min.sheets have some edge toning, generally clean &  
   fine to very fine (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50149 CC C    1875-1960, Premium selection of nearly all better items, mostly neatly laid out in stock-  Offer 
 H  books, much being an individual cards, noted are mint and used from Dragons and  
   cherry blossoms through better sets and min.sheets of the 1930s to ‘50s, incl. 45s  
   Falcon Sylabic 2 with Bota Cancel, 30 sen cherry blossoms with S.O.N. cancel  “SHIP”,  
   Ceremonial HAT 10s mint NG, 1st airplane “Zeros” set complete mints, block of 16 of  
   the best Olympic se-tenants (8s red brown), and much more with many early bofa cancels  
   with cherry blossom + Koban issues, many M/S especially parks, including the best  
   ones; also some B.O.B. and useful Ryukyus as well. Excellent opportunity for those who  
   know their Japan (Est. € 4’000/5’000) 

50150 CC C  www 1875-1965, Excellent holding of top items as removed from various estates and  Offer 
 H    collections by a passionate collector, from classics (including cancellation interest)  
   to high value 20th Century commemoratives, definitives, airmail and B.O.B, moderate  
   duplication to be expected with scores of €50 to hundreds each sets, singles, min. sheets,  
   a wonderful opportunity to break this lot down on the net (Est. € 8’000/12’000) 

50151 CC C www 1878-1950, Old-time used collection with good cancels, Syllabics, etc., much  Offer 
 H    genuine 19th Century especially cherry blossoms with range of Bota + other cancels,   
   near complete run of commemoratives incl. ceremonial hat, intriguing and valuable  
   (Est. € 2’400/3’000) 

50152 CC C www 1878-1960, Beautiful fresh clean collection, mainly mint 20th century (earlies used)  Offer 
 H    high degree of completion 1920s on noting mint Tazawas to 100y (2), deer + Mt. Fuji  
   8s old die, all definitive and airmail sets of 1940’s to 50’s to 500y, min.sheets incl.  
   baby, all national parks, commemoratives complete but for ceremonial hat, a great lot  
   (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

50153 F   www 1880-1950, Interesting selection of covers with some 19th century through 1940’s  Offer 
   including many colourful frankings plus stationery (mint and used), some FDCs/  First  
   airmail issue with both values on Post Cards with commemorative cancels, very strong  
   1940s period (Est. € 700/1’000) 

50154 F   www 1903-29, Three covers incl. 1904 pc with 4s from Tienstin, 1903 pc with 4s from  Offer 
   Nagasaki and 1929 censored cover with 10s, all to Germany (Est. € 200/300) 

50155 CC C www 1939-63, Lovely fresh mint collection with a high degree of completion with definitives  Offer 
 H    to valuable 100y (2) and 500y (2) min.sheets incl. Lady, Geese, Baby, Parks, etc., also  
   Ryukyus showing good completion, a great lot (Est. € 1’500/2’400) 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Jordan

THE “JOE PATIENT” UNISSUED SET OF KING TALAL

 

50156 CC C  1951 King Talal Coronation Issue complete unused set of five value including:   
 DCE   1f fil green & grey, 2 fils orange & grey, 3 fils red & grey, 20 fils purple & grey, 100  
   fils dark blue & grey.  
     

   This extremely rare set was originally prepared for issue during King Talal’s very short  
   reign from July 1951 to August 1952 when he abdicated, hence, the entire printing  
   was destroyed by fire except for a handful of examples of each, the 100 fils being the  
   rarest with apparently only a pair surviving the fire & which were poorly separated,  
   hence, the small portion of the adjoining stamp is still attached the 100 fils in this set.  
     

   Note: An article was published in the October 2000 issue of the London Philatelist  
   describing in detail the event surrounding the sets discovery, rarity and important to  
   the world of philately. The text from the article is included in the lot.  
     

   Undoubtedly one of the rarest sets of Middle Eastern philately and of course missing  
   from the Royal collection, truly a great rarity with a wonderful provenance and story behind   
       

                                                                             Estimate: € 60’000 - € 80’000   
       
       
   Joe Patient was born in London in 1917. After a variety of jobs he worked as a fitter at    
   De Havillands on the experimental Mosquito fighter-bomber. In 1941 he volunteered    
   and trained in Canada, and was commissioned into the Mosquito Pathfinder Squadron.    
   Awarded a DFC for his fifth operation, he flew 59 in total. He became test pilot, instructor    
   and Commanding Officer of “M” Squadron Glider Pilot Regiment. Operations in Palestine    
   were followed by becoming Chief Test Pilot MEDME. After demob in 1948 he became    
   and advisor to the Royal Egyptian Air Force, followed by GM Arab Airways in Jordan.     
   Following other executive posts he finally completed a flying career of 32 years, piloting    
   over 80 marks of aircraft.

   He was first introduced to stamp collecting by R. T. Ledger MBE, author of the    
   “Philatelic History of Jordan -1922-1953” and even assisted in its compilation. When    
   King Abdulla of Jordan was assassinated in Jerusalem in 1951, his son Amir Talal    
   succeeded, and special stamps were prepared to commemorate his accession. His    
   was, however, to be a short and sorry reign. Blighted by continual health problems,    
   he abdicated less than a year later. The stamps were sent to be incinerated but one    
   way or another, both partly burnt and undamaged stamps were salvaged, many of    
   which came into Joe Patients’s possession, before selling them to the Mosden Stamp    
   Company in the Strand in 1956. However it was through his contact with a Minister    
   present at the burning that he was able to purchase an example of the 100f stamp, of    
   which only 2 were saved from the fire.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50156
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50156
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50157 CC   2008 Beijing Olympics, 593 complete sets, face value equivalent to €922  300

Laos

50158 P   1962-78, Attractive group of 83 imperforates, 43 Deluxe proofs, 10 Artist’s signed  1’500 
   proofs, very fine, seldom encountered 

THE EARLIEST KNOWN FRANKING OF LAOS

 

50159 F   1903 Thai postal stationery card 1 att from 1883 used from Pak Se Done/Laos to   
   France and redirected to Russian Turkestan, franked Indochina 10c (shaved perf.)   
   cancelled PAK SE DONE (“Done” part taken away in 1905) 8 JUIN 03, BASSAC (Laos)   
   and Saigon transit cds alongside.  
     

   Other amazing cachets noted on this most extraordinary and unique item include violet  
   s/l at top TROUPES DE L’INDOCHINE (CAMBODGE) overwritten by manuscript TROUPES  
   DE L’INDOCHINE (LAOS). Also violet circular MISSION D’ETUDE DES CHEMINS DE FER  
   DU HAUT-CAMBODGE, violet s/l LE CHEF DE MISSION and signed.  
     

   Two Russian cds incl. arrival KOKANH/Russian Turkestan 14 JUL 1903 verify this  
   fantastic voyage from and to most exotic places.  
     

   Exhibited: Court of Honour Bangkok 2003, Court of Honour Hong Kong 2004  
     

   Provenance: Wallberg   
       

                                                                              Estimate: € 30’000 - €40’000   
    

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50159
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Lebanon

50160 F  58 1486 Letter from Beyrouth to Tripoli, very fine, extremely rare and key introductory  3’000 
   item for an exhibition collection of this area 

50161 CC C www 1920-1957 Comprehensive mint collection of Lebanon & Syria housed in large green  Offer 
 H DCE    Scott album, showing good deal of completion, with airmails, postage dues, officials,  
   miniature sheets etc., with a fine array of Syria Arab Kingdom, Alaouites, Alexandretta,  
   Hatay, Lattakia & Rouad Island etc., generally fine to very fine (100’s) (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

Liberia

50162 F   58 1900-24, Group of 12 covers incl. 1902 registered cover to England with five 1897 3c,  Offer 
   1928 envelope to USA with ms “Paid 5 cts”, 1924 env. sent AR with 1918 15c, etc.,  
   mixed condition, ex Burrus (Est. € 150/200) 

Libya

50163 C P  58 1964 El-Sharef Issue 15m and 20m imperforate colour trials affixed to Bradbury Wilkinson  200 
   approval card with 15m brown (issued colour) and purple and 20m blue (issued colour)  
   and green, scarce specialist item (Sc. 319/320) 

50164 CC C www 1912-85, Mostly mint collection with better stamps incl. 1951 Ovpt sets for Tripolitania,  Offer 
 H    Fezzan and Cyrenaica, 1951 & 1952 postage due sets, back-of-the-book issues, etc.   
   (STC €5’245 in Yvert) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

Mexico

50165 F   52 1864 Letter from Mexico to a Prisoner of War (Officer) in France.  The address is only  3’000 
   to Paris with an endorsement “To a prisoner..”, endorsed “Bourges” a town in central  
   France, reverse shows French Ministry of War cachet as censor marking, with contents  
   and translation from Spanish into English and German, ONLY recorded Prisoner of War  
   item from this campaign 

50166 F  58 1867 1r Blue on RPS paper, single-franking cover to Toluca, quite scarce as only about 43 300 
   30 covers with this stamp are known (issued Sept. 1867 & exhausted by December),   
   stamp shows marginal frame line at foot, fine 

50167 F   1911-83, Several hundreds of commercially used covers and cards, many addressed  Offer 
   to the US, postal stationery, airmails, registered mail, etc. a great lot for studying 20th  
   century rates (Est. € 120/200) 

Local Issues

 

50168 G    GUADALAJARA 1867 1r black on grey-blue + 2r black on dark-green + 4r black on  480 
   white tied to fragment as rare 3-colour franking by wreath cancels (Schatzke no.298),  
   apparently there are only about 15/20 cut square 3- or more-colour frankings known  
   on either cover or fragment, very fine, cert MEPSI 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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Mongolia

50169 F  www 1844 & 1851 Two letters (no covers) written in French by a French Missionary (who will  800 
   later be Bishop) from Sy-Tchuen, Mongolia to France, tears and stained but rare early  
   letters from Mongolia 

50170 F  www 1858 Letter (no cover) written in French by a Bishop from Mongolia to France and  800 
   commenting the new Treaty allowing the Catholic Missions in China, a fantastic  
   Missionary letter 

50171 CC C www 1903-60ca. Duplicated ranges  from early issues incl. 3 defective covers,  few perf.  Offer 
 H F   varieties, revenues (Est. € 150/300) 

Palestine and Holy Land

50172 H F  www 1920-44, Attractive postal history collection mostly mounted on pages, from the early  Offer 
   issues of the British Mandate until practically the end of world war II, showing a wide  
   range of frankings, cancellations, censor and registration labels, hundreds of commercial  
   covers with many going abroad (Est. € 1’500/2’400) 

50173 F   www 1940-45, Collection of Palestine censor markings, 113 items mostly with Palestine  Offer 
   stamps and mostly mounted on exhibition pages showing a wide range of labels and  
   markings (Est. € 300/400) 

Panama

50174 CC C 58 1875-1904 CANAL ZONE, Attractive exhibition collection neatly mounted on pages  Offer 
 H F    showing a wide selection of the overprinted issues in singles and multiples with  
   numerous varieties and better stamps, also collateral material including a letter signed  
   by Charles de Lesseps from 1875 mentioning the “Two Seas Canal”, gen. very fine &   
   a scarce offering (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

Paraguay

50175 F  58 1884 2c Red tied by Asuncion double circle with 6 pointed star on printed newspaper  600 
   wrapper “EL HERALDO” to Buenos Aires, light staining, rare, signed Holcombe 

Salvador

50176 F  60 1881 (Oct 14) Printed envelope of Rafael Zaldivar the President of El Salvador sent to  300 
   the Consul in Paris with 1879 2c and 10c pair tied by blue target cancels with San  
   Salvador despatch adjacent, reverse with President’s paper seal and London and Paris  
   cds, minor peripheral faults, attractive 

50177 CC J  www 1982 Spain souvenir sheet with colour error affecting the black in the German and  200 
   Belgium flags, with normal for comparison 

Saudi Arabia

 
5017950178

50178 C   1921 Hejaz 1/8pi orange with black overprint double and both inverted, mint, a couple  150 
   of short perfs, signed Wilson (Sc.L15f $500, SG22f £1’000)  

50179    1921 Hejaz 1/4pi green with black overprint double with one inverted, Mecca cancel  150 
   (probably CTO), cert. Wilson 2002 states “I have not seen one before” (Sc.L16e $600,  
   SG23db unpriced) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50178
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50180 CC C www 1892-1963 Mixed lot of odds and ends in green stockbook including a fine array of  Offer 
 H DCE    Ottoman cancels on stamps with a wide range of towns and cancel types, some Hejaz &  
   Nejd, plus some modern postal history and cancels, mixed to very fine (Est. € 600/800) 

50181 CC C www 1916-2011 Comprehensive mint collection housed in large green Scott album, showing  Offer 
 H DCE    Hejaz and Nejd, airmails, postage dues, officials, miniature sheets, better items included  
   1934 Heir-Apparent imperforate set of 12 mint (SG £2750), plus fine array of the Oil  
   & Gas issues etc., some forgeries, generally fine to very fine  (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

Thailand

 

50182 C   1894 2atts overprint on 64atts (type I), mint with usual moderate gum toning, very 23II 400 
   fine and rare (Scott 42 $3’000, Michel 23II €1’700) 

 

50183 F   SIAM USED IN KEDAH: 1908 (Jun 21) Envelope from Kedah to Tapah, Perak, with  3’000 
   1905-08 2a (4) and 1907 1a on 24a on reverse tied by Keddah cds, with Penang,   
   Telok Anson, Tapah and Tapah Road ds, soiled, a very rare usage 

50184 CC C www 1880-1940, Lovely old-time used collection on home-made pages with good early  Offer 
 H    ovpts and singles to $200+ each, many useful sets ans singles (Est. € 800/1’200) 

50185 CC C   1970-2000, Wonderful modern stock of mainly never hinged sets and souvenir sheets  Offer 
 H  plus some FDCs arranged neatly in stockbooks + sheet files, great range of thematics  
   (Est. € 700/1’000) 

Uruguay

50186 F  60 1870 Cover to Italy with Montevideo 01.07.70 cds, rated “10”, “F*56” exchange mark,  150 
   Italy Due 1L tied by Genova cds on arrival, very fine 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50182
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United States

 
501895018850187

50187 H   1847 Franklin 5c used selection of 4 with cancels incl. red “PAID”, faint blue cancel, 1 500 
   green barred circle (just touched) and pen cancel with cds, different shades, odd  
   small crease, an attractive group 

50188 H   1847 Franklin 5c red brown, good to very large margins, with blue circle barred cancel, 1 200 
   showing “stitch” watermark at foot, corner crease, fine appearance, cert. PSE (1997) 

50189 C   1847 Franklin 5c dark brown, good to very good margins, mint with part og, small 1a 500 
   repair on forehead, very presentable example of this rare stamp, cert. PSE (2014) 

50190 F   www 1862 Four Patriotic covers, each franked with Washington 3c  150

50191 A  60 ca1890, Composite on thick card showing various values and portraits including three  400 
   of Washington, small tear at top and signs of archive fixing on reverse, fine & rare 

50192 F J  60 1893 1c Columbian top plate block of 8 with ms and oval registry cancels, tied to 1907 230 500 
   reg’d legal size 4c entire with 1902 6c, sent from Chicago to New York. Complete used  
   plate blocks of 8 are scarce enough, with only a few known, however commercial usage  
   on cover is extraordinary, a fine exhibition item 

50193 F  60 1930 (Jun 2) Graf Zeppelin Europe-America round trip first flight cover with US $1.30  100 
   Zeppeling tied by New York cancel, with special cachets in purple and red, F’hafen bs,  
   fine (Sieger €650) 

50194 F  60 1941 WAKE ISLAND: Postal stationery card from Wake Island U100 c/o Yokosuka PO,   400 
   “65 naval Guard Unit” to Takefumi Marumoto, Iwamura Party, West 2nd Unit, Hiroshima  
   City, message in Japanese, fine 

 

50195 DCE   LOCALS: Cheever & Towle, Boston Mass., 2c blue unused no gum with fine to large 37L1 200 
   margins (Sc. $600) 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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50196 F    1830-1980, Over 2’000 covers show commercial, registered, advertising, first flights and  Offer 
   airmails usages, event covers & postage dues, mixed to very fine (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50197 F   www 1842-1954 Group of 47 covers including airs with first flights, also US Philippines,  Offer 
   Puerto Rico, Guam, early uprated stationery (Est. € 150/250) 

 

50198 C H  1846-89, Unused and used selection with better stamps incl. 1847 10c Washington  Offer 
 DCE    used, 1861-62 90c Washington used, 1869 90c Lincoln used, 1893 Columbus $3, $4  
   and $5 unused and $4 used, 1898 Trans-Mississippi $1 & $2 unused, etc., mixed  
   condition, several cert. Robineau (91) (Est. € 4’000/6’000) 

50199 H DCE   www 1846-92, Unused and used assembly incl. Official stamp imperforate on carton papers  Offer 
   (26), Dues, etc., mixed condition, see scans (Est. € 260/500) 

 

50200 H   1851-1920, Excellent lot for research, various papers, cancellations, perfs, shades,  Offer 
   noted 1870 15c orange, 1870 7c red, 1893 Colombus 30c, Hawaii, etc. (Est. €  
   900/1’200) 

50201 H   1851-1953, Used old-time collection in Kabe album, includes some useful earlies  Offer 
   including a few 1869 Pictorial and later Presidents to 90c (Est. € 200/300) 

50202 CC C  1851-1976, Mint & used collection in a well-filled album, some postal history, both  Offer 
 H F   Perrys to 90c, range of departmentals incl. Interior to 90c, War Dept and Treasury to  
   30c, Columbus to 50c, Omahas to 50c, etc. (Est. € 900/1’200) 

50203 C H  1851-1980, Chiefly used collection on 10 stockpages showing a wide range of sets  Offer 
 DCE   and singles, good section of earlies including useful revenues, noted also unused 1898  
   Columbian 4c with cert. Philatelic Foundation, fine (Est. € 300/400) 

50204 CC C www 1851-2000, Mint & used accumulation of USA in two stockbooks, includes good selection  Offer 
 H    of Columbus issues and Presidents, also airs, postage dues, revenues, etc., mostly  
   used, some with very good centring and huge catalogue value (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

50205 F   64 1861-66, Group of 5 covers incl. Confederate 1861 5c green (missing backflap), 1862 5c  Offer 
   blue pair, Pomeroy Letter Express 5c pair cancelled by ms cross, 1861-66 2c Black Jack  
   with blue NY fancy cancel and 1861 cover from New Orleans with Jefferson 5c strip of 3  
   to France, mixed condition (Est. € 600/1’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50198
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Venezuela

50206 CC C www 1859-1901, LA GUARIA-ST.THOMAS shipping company stamps, small specialised collection  Offer 
 H F    in one stockbook showing a good range of issues from this fascinating area, many used  
   examples plus an 1867 usage on large part-cover, see web for full scans (Est. € 800/1’200) 

50207 CC C   1859-1989, Attractive mint & used collection in two Davo albums, neat section of early  Offer 
 H  Coat-of-Arms, 1863-64 Eagles section, 1865-70 Coat-of-Arms with good values, much  
   of the “provinces” sets from 1951, air section etc. (Est. € 500/1’000) 

50208 CC C www 1902-03, Venezuela-Guiana provisional issue, stockbook with sheets and part sheets  Offer 
 H    of this attractive issue, many with CORREOS MATURIN handstamps, the large type with  
   the usual large cds in blue cancel, 100s (Est. € 300/400) 

Vietnam (South)

50209 P   1966-83, 32 deluxe proofs, plus various imperfs, thematics incl. Red Cross, etc.  400

Yemen

Turkish Post Offices

50210 F  60 1872 Turkey 5pi tied Arabic double circle hs of Hodeida in blue, cover faults, scarce  200

50211 F  60 1883 Envelope from Hodeida to Jeddah, franked Turkey 2pi tied by HODEIDA/5.MARS.  200 
   1883 double circle cds, somewhat tatty, but a very rare destination 

50212 F  60 1891 Postal card 20pa cancelled bilingual double circle of Hodeida, addressed to  100 
   Bombay, with Sea Post Office cds alongside, cnr card fault, scarce 

50213 F  64 1892 20pa tied by bilingual double circle Sanaa on 1893 envelope to Austria, fine  200

50214 F  64 1901 Envelope to Constantinople, franked 20pa tied by superb HUDEIDA barred  200 
   double-circle ds, very fine & scarce 

50215 F  64 1904 Picture postcard of Sabdeat to Constantinople, franked 20pa tied by clear strike  300 
   of the scarce Camaran (Island) barred double circle, very fine & scarce 

50216 F  64 1905-12 Incoming Mail: Covers from Galata, Turkey and India, both addressed to  200 
   Hodeidah, scarce 

50217 F  64 1906 Printed Consular Service, USA, envelope to Philadelphia, franked 20pa pair tied  300 
   by HUDEIDA barred double-circle ds, very fine & scarce 

50218 F  64 1908 Envelope via Aden to France, franked on reverse 10pa pair, 20pa and 1pi all tied  300 
   by barred double circle Hodeida, Aden bs alongside, fine & scarce 

50219 F  64 1910 Envelope to USA, franked 1pi blue tied superb clear strike of the barred double  300 
   circle HODEIDA/5/22.10.10 cds, very fine & scarce 

50220 F  64 1910 Envelope from Dayr Sa’ada near Zayrak Quartier of Shujaa’al-Din addressed to  200 
   Mr. Humayan Taje of the family of Commander Suliman Asaf Bek, franked 1909 1pi  
   pair tied barred double-circle Sana, cvr creases and cnr fault, fine and scarce 

50221 F   64 1910-13 Picture postcards, selection of five different cards all with Turkish franking  700 
   and tied by barred double circle Hodeida ds, plus one Turkish 20pa postal cards  
   cancelled SANA barred double-circle ds, a scarce group (6) 

50222 F  64 1911-13 Picture postcards, selection of six different cards mostly with Turkish franking  700 
   and tied by barred double circle Hodeida, a scarce group (6) 

50223 F  66 1912 OHMS registered envelope from the “British Vice-Consulate of Hodeidah and  500 
   Camaran” endorsed by the sender, franked on reverse Turkey 1909 20pa three pairs,  
   tied by barred double circle Hodeida/6, showing attractive Yemen Military wax seal  
   alongside, roughly open at right, attractive showpiece 
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50224 F   64 1912-13 Picture postcards, selection of six different cards many with Turkish franking  700 
   and tied by barred double circle Hodeida/6, a scarce group (6) 

50225 F  66 1915 Postal stationery 1pi blue, envelope from the merchant Giuseppe Caprotti in Sanaa  600 
   to Berlin, cancelled by barred double-circle SANAA/2, transit Hodeida and Stamboul  
   on reverse, fine & scarce 

50226 F  66 1915 Administration Sanitaire de L’Empire Ottoman printed envelope addressed to  200 
   Camaran, via Turkisk Post in Hodeida and Salif, however as the British had already  
   occupied the region such mail was returned, unusual & scarce 

50227 F  66 1918 Envelope from Division Commander Qzhir Ma’muri Taha Bek to Zuhra, franked  400 
   1916 20pa red bisect and 1pi blue, both tied BEIT-BERICH barred double-circle ds, with  
   arrival alongside, cvr tear, very fine & scarce 

50228 F  66 1926 Triangular red negative seal in top right corner of registered envelope addressed  800 
   to Ahmed bin Saleh el Tahiri in Abbis-abeba, franked on reverse 4b and 10b tied Sanaa  
   cds, showing both registered label and hs alongside, very fine and rare registered usage 

50229 F  66 1926 Triangular negative seals in the top right corner of two envelopes, in red, both  500 
   addressed to Americans, one to enginer Mr. Twitchell, the other to Consul Park at the  
   United States Consul in Aden, some faults, a scarce duo 

50230 F  66 1926 Triangular violet negative seal in top right corner of envelope addressed to Col.  300 
   Jacob, similar seal on reverse, very fine and scarce  
   (Note: Colonel Jacob was assigned to Aden as an intelligence officer, but belonged to  
   the Arab bureau in Cairo. Accounts state he was captured by tribesmen in 1919-1920  
   trying to reach Sanaa from Hodeidah. It was later revealed that he had an aborted  
   attempt to strike an oil contract with the Imam.) 

50231 F  66 1926 Triangular red negative seal in top right corner of envelope addressed to Mr.  300 
   Sikara, cover tear, very fine and scarce 

Yemen Kingdom

50232 F  66 1916 On Active Service censored envelope from Kamaran to London, bearing violet  600 
   “PASSED CENSOR / KAMARAN / No.A6” British FPO/No.100/16.JU.16 bs, rare British  
   FPO in Kamaran 

50233 F  66 1920 Field Post card from Hodeida to Scotland, bearing British FPO/No.330/20.OC.20  400 
   cds, rare usage in occupied Hodeida 

50234 F  66 1926 2 1/2b black on orange yellow, large margined single tied by Sanaa negative seal,  800 
   on cover from Ibb to Sanaa, somewhat tatty but very scarce 

50235 F  66 1926 2 1/2b black on white, large margined single tied by clear strike, on newspaper  800 
   wrapper from Hodeidha to well known German Archaeologist Carl August Rathjens in  
   Hamburg, Germany, in combinations with India 1a brown, tied on reverse of wrapper,  
   very fine and scarce 

50236 F  66 1926 2 1/2b black on white, touched to clear margins single tied by clear negative  400 
   strike of Hodeida, on reverse of envelope to Sana, fine & scarce 

50237 F L   68 1926 2 1/2b black on orange & 2 1/2b black on white, singles on three postcards &   200 
   two bogus covers, a fine group (5) 

50238 H DFE  68 1926 2 1/2b black on white, large margin strip of three, tied by clear negative strike  800 
   of Hodeida, on reverse of envelope (no front), plus four additional used singles, fine &  
    a scarce strip 

50239 F  68 1926 2 1/2b black on white, large margined single tied by clear negative seal on front,  1’800 
   in combination with 2 1/2b black on orange, two singles with rough perfs, tied on reverse,  
   on large envelope from Sanaa to Hodeidha, very fine and an extremely rare franking 

50240 F  68 1926 2 1/2b black on orange, touched to large margin single, partly perforated, tied  400 
   by clear negative strike of Hodeida, on neat envelope addressed to the Crown Prince  
   at Sana, fine & scarce, signed Holcombe You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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50241 F   1926 2 1/2b black on white, touched to large margin single, tied by clear negative  400 
   strike of Sana, on neat envelope addressed Hodeida, plus two sheet marginal singles  
   with similar Sana cancel, fine & scarce 

50242 F  68 1926 2 1/2b black on white, large margin single, tied by clear negative strike of Hodeida,  400 
   on reverse of neat envelope addressed Sana, fine & scarce 

50243 DFE  68 1926 2 1/2b black on white, touched to large margins single tied by clear negative  300 
   strike of Hodeida, on cover front to Sana, fine & scarce 

50244 F  68 1935 Registered envelope from Kamaran to Aden Camp, franked India KGV 3p and 4a,   300 
   tied Kamaran cds, with hs’d registered label alongside, fine & scarce 

50245 CC J   68 1937 Arab cooperation, six values in mint nh corner block of four, very fine  300

50246 F  68 1942 Prisoner of War in Sana, censored envelope from Sana to the Red Cross in Italy,  600 
   showing violet boxed cachet “INTERNEES MAIL”, usual cover faults, very scarce 

Collections

50247 F   www Attractive and rare assembly of 46 early postcards, showing interesting scenes at  Offer 
   Hodeida & Sana at the start of the 20th century in Yemen, mixed to fine, a rare &  
   valuable group (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50248 F  www POSTCARDS: Six older, mint, ppcs depicting various places in and around Hodeida and  250 
   Sana`a. 

50249 CC C www 1930-1965 Mixed lot in two large stockbooks showing mostly mint sets in singles,  Offer 
 H DCE    specimens and blocks, plus a fine array of imperforates & first day covers, also  
   wonderful selection of modern cancels on stamps & fragments, mixed to very fine  
   (100’s) (Est. € 600/800) 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following 
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50241
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Albania

50554 CC   www 1925 Achmed Zogu 10Q carmine in never hinged misperforated block of 12, very  136B 200 
   fine & spectacular 

Armenia

50555 G J  www 1911 Russia 5k Arms block of 25 cancelled Djulfa in 1911, scarce large multiple  300

50556 L   1920-1930s, Forgery reference collection of over 1000 items, well written up and  Offer 
   categorised, one man’s lifetime work from buying numerous collections, featuring  
   items he thought were forged ovpts or of a clandestine nature he would then research  
   and categorise in this reference collection, incl. a study of forged postmarks, surcharges,  
   framed monograms including large multiples, etc., a valuable study for the specialist  
   (Est. € 1’200/1’800) 

Belgium

50557 F  128 1844 Cover from Verviers to Marche with green “Allemagne Chemin de fer” cds used  340 
   as departure cancel and manuscript “Verviers” as indication of origin, very fine,  
   probably unique 

50558 F  128 1850 Cover from Gand to Anvers with 1849 20c blue, forwarded with a second 20c  2’200 
   blue to Ostende, arrival backstamp 11 janv 1850, few stain spots, very rare 

50559 F  128 1861 Envelope to RUSSIA with Medaillon 40c + 10c (X5) cancelled HUY 2/11 61, with  4’000 
   Russian arrival cancel, small faults but extremely rare destination 

50560 F   128 1870-71 Cover group of 4 items incl. Franco-Prussian War letter from Sedan 21.01.70  400 
   posted in Bouillon 22.10 to France; Cover from Anvers to Nancy via Germany with 20c;  
   Cover to Paris 17.10.70 with 30c and arrival 29.03.71; Cover from Paris 08.02.71 to  
   Spa through Prussian Fieldpost, arrival bs, very fine, scarce 

50561 F  128 1884 Enveloppe entier 10c en recommandé pour Anvers avec au dos 5c vert Lion x5,   100 
   tous avec oblitération manuscrite “Audenaerde”, oxydation, très rare 

50562 CC C www 1929-41, THE “GRANDS MONTENEZ” ISSUES  Offer 
 A P    Extensive specialised exhibition collection neatly mounted on 80 exhibition pages  
   showing a very complete presentation of this fascinating issue. The purpose of this  
   issue at the time was to provide for stamps with a very high face value (up to 100  
   francs) in order to satisfy the franking of mainly airmail postage to South America.  
   The collection begins with a very comprehensive presentation of the various die proofs  
   and essays showing items without denomination and a range of the non-adopted “FRS”  
   types, then imperforates of the 10F, 20F, 50F and 100F, Ministerial Proofs, a study on  
   the various perforations and some varieties, the different Malines and Paris prints,  
   shades including for example the very rare 20F green-black shade and the 100F “lie  
   de vin” shade. The last section being a very extensive section of various usages on  
   covers going abroad, many to Africa including other than Belgian Congo, the airmails  
   to Canada, Colombia, Paraguay. Bolivia, Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, Chile, Afghanistan,  
   India, Dutch Indies and Australia, no doubt one of the most extensive collections ever  
   formed, see web for a complete set of scans of the collection  
     

                                                                                Estimate: € 50’000 - € 70’000   
   Images on page 134
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50563 P   www 1952 UPU Congress booklet with engraved proofs of the “Postmasters” set, only handed  200 
   out to officials, scarce 

50564 H  www 1849-60 Specialised used plating study of the Medallion Issue showing mostly the 10c &  Offer 
   20c value imperforate and perforated issues, with a few 1c & 40c scattered throughout,  
   with plating and positions noted for each stamp, all appear to be four margined singles,  
   some sheet marginal examples included, plus a few Epaulettes, mixed to very fine,  
   excellent basis for study and expansion, a perfect lot for the beginner or a wonderful  
   addition for the specialist (100s) (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50565 CC C www 1849-1980s, Outstanding clean mint and used collection in 2 albums, 19th Century  Offer 
 H    complete, mostly used to 5Fr, later changing to mint with Charity issues complete plus  
   BOB with railway issues, occupations, WWII legion sheets and so on. A great lot  
   abounding in iconic high value sets. Only occasional small faults to be found in this  
   attractive original collection (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

 

50566 CC C  1849-2003, Complete basic collection of Belgium in six Lighthouse hingeless albums,  Offer 
 H F    better items noted include good selection of Epaulettes and Medaillons issues showing  
   various shades and cancellations, 1869-78 Leopold II issues include two 5Fr brown high  
   values but one with roulette cancel and the other with roulette and cds, later issues  
   include the 1915-20 5 FRANKEN never hinged, 1918 Charity set mint, 1919-20 Helmet  
   set mint/never hinged, the scarce 1929 Orval set never hinged, 1932 Cardinal Mercier  
   set and the very rare BRAINE-L’ALLEUD set, also 1933 Orval set, later years very fine  
   and complete including a selection of booklets, one album has a selection of covers, a  
   very fine and attractive collection (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

50567 F    128 1863-65, 18 lettres avec Médaillons dentelés, à noter 40c Carmin-rose, montrant  Offer 
   dans la partie inférieure du timbre les parties des lettres “STE” de TIMBRES-POSTE /  
   CONTRÔLE devant se trouver normalement dans la marge, ici exceptionnellement sur un  
   timbre, cachet losange de points 60 de Bruxelles sur pli pour Bordeaux (Est. € 340/500) 

50568 F   128 1895-1950 Group of 28 covers including good frankings, registered, maritime etc., all  Offer 
   addressed to Switzerland, much of note (Est. € 100/200) 

Bulgaria

50569 C H www 1879 Selection incl. 5c black & orange mint, 5c black & yellow used, 10c used, 25c  100 
 DCE    unused, 50c used and 1f used (2), mixed to fine 

50570 C H   1879-1939, Mint & used collection in an album from 1879 lion issues through to WW2,  Offer 
   pretty standard with better stamps missing (Est. € 150/200) 

Czechoslovakia

50571 C    1918 HLUBOKA overprint - complete set of 42 values with black overprint (newspaper  300 
   adhesives with red overprint including 3 with inverted red overprint), 1 value corner  
   perf. missing, all mint hinge remainder, as often slight stains, a good set especially  
   with the varieties, all signed Gilbert and / or Mares, Leseticky 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50566
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50566
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50566
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50572 C   1919 70pf red brown on green, mint lightly hinged, fresh bright colours, very fine for 110 700 
   this rare stamps, only 150 were printed (Mi. €2’200), signed Friedl, cert. Sismondo 

50573 CC J   www 1945 US Liberation overprints in mint nh blocks of four (with empty space) (10 diff.)  400

50574 F   www 1830-1917, Postal history collection in an album with much pre-philatelic and Czech  Offer 
   postmarks in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, from such places as Auscha, Budweiss  
   Chrudir, Hohenmamautr, Ran, Rosenau, Zara to name a few, ending with WWI mail  
   (Est. € 700/1’000) 

50575 CC C www 1909-45 Duplication in stockbook, never hinged, hinged, used & covers, many minor  Offer 
 H G   to slightly better varieties, noted plate errors, colour shades, plate numbers, different  
 F J  types, blank fields, forgeries, back of the book material including WWI Czech Forces  
 DCE L    in Siberia cover with cert. APS (but in our opinion still cto made at a later point in Praha),  
   blocks & pairs, etc., interesting specialist lot, mostly fine to very fine (Est. € 400/500) 

50576 CC C www 1918-20 HRADCANY ISSUE (with overprints and surcharges for Airmails, Red Cross,  Offer 
 H G  Eastern Silesia and Postage Dues): Specialised collection in 9 heavily filled LINDNER  
 F J  volumes showing from minor important plate errors & accidental varieties to scarce  
 A P    and / or rare imperforates, proofs, types and varieties a beautiful survey on nearly all  
 S L  and everything existing in connection with the Mucha designed Hradcany issue, noted  
 K  paper folds & offsets, gutters & tête-bêche gutters, proofs, better perforations, types  
   including ‘spojene typy’, double- inverted- Specimen- (vzorec-) overprints, perfins, covers  
   & cards, etc., many signed Karasek, Gilbert, Mahr, etc., some with certs., a fantastic  
   basic work which leaves much room for further expansion (Est. € 8’000/10’000) 

50577 C H   1918-38, Mint & used collection incl. some mini sheets and back-of-the-book  Offer 
   (Est. € 150/200) 

50578 G F   www 1939-45 FIELDPOST WWII: Specialised exhibition collection in 3 volumes on the  Offer 
   Czechoslovak Forces in France & exiled troops in Great Britain incl. many souvenir &  
   propaganda cards, leaflets and covers as well as a nice section of genuinely used  
   covers and cards from members of the Forces including a rare group of covers of a  
   correspondence to Sweden, the part about the Czechs in France is of course much  
   smaller (as usual) then the GB part, all in all over 200 items (not counting photocopies  
   and non contemporary material), this exhibit was several times shown nationally and  
   awarded several medals (Est. € 4’000/5’000) 

Denmark

50579 F  128 1858-62 4s Brown, TEN examples tied by “1” target numeral on folded cover from 7 1’000 
   Copenhagen to Newcastle on Tyne, despatch cds dated 27/8 1861, then Hamburg  
   August 28th 1861 and London transits alongside, arrival bs AU30 1861, most stamps  
   with good margins, few faults, a fresh and spectacular franking 

50580 F   1855-60, 27 covers from Denmark to Holland, showing various origins, postmarks,  Offer 
   ratings, etc., very fine (Est. € 300/400) 

50581 CC C 128 1905-80 CHRISTMAS SEAL: Attractive specialised Christmas Seal collection of Greenland,  Offer 
 F J    Denmark & Faroe Islands, assembly of 100s covers and cards mostly with combination  
   used with Danish frankings with Christmas seals, plus 100 of unused seals, imperforate  
   and perforate, including many complete sheets, plus some proofs & handpainted proofs,  
   a wonderful lots for the specialist (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50572
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Estonia

50582 CC C   1918-40, Interesting mint collection housed on KA/BE album leaves with a few 100 stamps,  Offer 
 H  with much never hinged from first issues through to 1940 with airmails incl. triangular  
   types, miniature sheets and other back of the book, as well as a good selection of  
   sheet marginal and imperfs, a clean and attractive collection (Est. € 700/1’000) 

50583 CC C www 1918-92, Chiefly mint collection in one stockbook, singles, multiples, perf. varieties,  Offer 
 H    airs including some better 1923 overprints, 1923 charity set, then Soviet occupation,  
   min.sheets, etc., very fine (Est. € 460/700) 

50584 F   www 1919-40, Interesting group of 19 covers with diverse frankings, many abroad including  Offer 
   24.4.20 air to Danzig, mostly abroad including USA (Est. € 100/200) 

50585 F   www 1919-41, A selection of postal history housed on album leaves from first issue imperfs,  Offer 
   as well as high value single usage, much interesting material such as registered, censor,  
   triangular strikes, combination with Russian definitives, etc, please inspect (Est. € 500/800) 

Finland

50586 F   www 1891-1914, POSTAL STATIONERY Collection of 42 items neatly mounted on exhibition  Offer 
   pages, used and unused with cards, envelopes and wrappers, a fine group (Est. € 300/400) 

German States 

Bavaria

THE OSTERHOFEN BISECT (Michel #6 H)

 

50587 F   The famous Kohl handbook lists the 10pf Official of Bavaria’s 1876 issue bisected and  40’000 
   used from Osterhofen; this cover is that bisect, and no other example is known. Missing  
   even from the fabulous Boker collection, this cover was exhibited in 2003 at the Club  
   de Monaco as one of the outstanding Rarities of the World. 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50587
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50587
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Heligoland

50588 F  132 1880 Opened out envelope to SWITZERLAND franked 1 1/2d 10pfg pair tied by  400 
   HELIGOLAND double arc cds with violet cachet Paid Franco Heligoland alongside, Montreux  
   arrival backstamp, Government House Heligoland gold crest on reverse, vertical crease  
   at left not affecting adhesives, very unusual incoming mail 

Prussia

50589 F  128 1869 Folded entire (parcel letter) to Coswig franked by two 1866 10Sgr singles plus  400 
   NGC 1868 1/2Gr and 2Gr singles, all tied by boxed GR.AMMENSLEBEN 2610 * 10-10  
   hs, special label alongside, one 10Sgr faulty else very fine, ex Engel 

Schleswig Holstein

50590 F  132 1864 1 1/4S blue on rose, tied by Danish “129” target cancel on folded cover to Holstebro, 7 200 
   PINNEBERG 19/12 cds alongside, taxed “6”, LÜBECK transit and HOLSTEBRO 22/12  
   1864 arrival bs, fine & scarce, cert. Nielsen 

Wurttemberg

50591 F  132 1855 Three-colour franking to London with 18k +6k +1k (x2, one creased by filing  1’000 
   fold), arrival, signed Calves, very rare 

Germany

50592 F  132 1923 800Tsd on 500M tied by BERLIN C 6.10.23 meter cancel on local cover, very fine  307 300 
   & scarce, cert. Peschl (Mi € 2’500) 

 
50596 5059550593

50593 H   1923 20 Million BLUE-BLACK cancelled PADERBORN 7.11.23 cds, a very rare shade,  319b 200 
   cert. Zenker (Mi € 2’200) 

50594 F  132 1932 Experimental Airmail cover franked by 1928 Presidents issue sent registered from  1’500 
   Grabowen on December 5, 1932 and addressed to Australia, an exceptional cover  
   carried on the return flight by Australian National Airways in the aeroplane “Southern  
   Star” from London to Australia, reverse bears MELBOURNE 22 January 1932 arrival  
   cds, see enclosed detailed documentation 

50595 H   2001 Parliament 110pf with dramatic misperforation, neatly used, slight surface  500 
   abrasion, rare (Mi 2198var) 

50596 CC   1928 Charity 5pf green/yellow/red, with UPRIGHT watermark, selvage with plate number 425x 1’000 
   “3” below, never hinged, very fine & scarce, cert. Peschl (Mi €8’000) 

50597 F  132 1933 (16.10) 4RM Chicago-flight tied by onboard cancel on cover to Sevilla, “bis 238Cab 200 
   Sevilla” ms alongside and Sevilla cds on reverse, cert. Grabowski 

50598 F  132 SAAR 1947: Rare set of covers bearing Michel 226 I to 236I, with cat value off cover 226I- 5’000 
   €20’500, seldom offered rarities 236I

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50593
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50595
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50596
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German Colonies - Caroline Islands

50599 C H   www 1899-1900, First set (48° overprint) of six values mint and the same set used, high  1’000 
 G  values signed, scarce (Mi. € 11’000) 

Baden (French Occupation)

 

50600 CC J   1949 Ingenieur Congress, 2nd Printing in block of four, nh, tiny adherence on one  500 
   example, very fine, scarce 

Berlin

50601 CC   www 1948 2M, 3M and 5M, each showing “broken R” variety, never hinged, very fine, cert. 18IV, 200 
   Schlegel (Mi € 1’250) 19IV,20IV

Bohemia and Moravia

50602 CC C  1937-45, Bohemia and Moravia extensive collection in 21 volumes (4 albums neatly  Offer 
 H J   written up on hand made pages, 12 stock books and 5 sheet files) containing a huge  
   number of blocks, positional items, full sheets, cancellations and other varieties; there  
   is a nice group of NH pairs of “ WIR SIND FREI “, overprints and other elusive local  
   overprints. A great lot for the specialist Czech dealer or collector (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

Collections

50603 F   1802-64, Selection of stampless covers on pages from Germany to Holland, very fine  Offer 
   (Est. € 240/340) 

50604 F   1803-62, Selection of stampless covers on pages from Hambourg to Holland incl.   Offer 
   CHARGE, etc., very fine (Est. € 150/240) 

50605 H   1849-1998, Germany used collection in two albums with Baden, Bavaria from 1849 1k  Offer 
   black, Empire with Zeppelin, min.sheets incl. IPOSTA 1930 x2, Nothilfe 1933 unused and  
   used, Ostropa x4, early Bund & Berlin, etc., gen. very fine, high potential (Est. € 1’300/2’000) 

50606 CC  www 1850-1990 Germany & States: Large mint & used accumulation in loose leaf binder,   Offer 
 C H  mixed to very fine (Est. € 500/1’000) 

50607 CC C   1851-1970, Attractive and well presented mint & used stock on 625 stockcards in four  Offer 
 H  small boxes, from German States to GDR, noted Zeppelins, some min.sheets, Zones,   
   etc. (Est. € 500/800) 

50608 F   136 1865-90, Superb Large Vermeil exhibition on “Horseshoe” cancellations, noted “Butow”  Offer 
   cancel, Colmar on mixed franking with France, Crefeld  with 6pf orange + 3Sg brown,  
   Crefeld on 1/2g orange local franking, Hamburg on 1/2g strip of 3 to Denmark, Selestat  
   on 1G small Eagle, Strasbourg on 1/3G local franking, etc., attractive exhibition  
   (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

      
 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50600
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50609 F   www 1870-1950, Interesting premium postal history collection of ca.350 items with Zep-  Offer 
   pelins, strong 3rd Reich incl. many photos and ppcs, Colonial items (incl. some  
   stationery) lots of nice commercial mail noted incl. better early postwar incl. high  
   values, valuable early FDCs also noted, this one really needs to be inspected as best  
   items not always obvious (Est. € 2’400/3’400) 

50610 F   1870-1950, Fascinating mixed lot covers and cards, loose or in albums, showing a wide  Offer 
   range of covers and frankings including some useful Infla-period material, also postal  
   stationery items, etc. (Est. € 300/400) 

50611 F   1870-1958, Group of 180 covers/postcards/postal stationery addressed to Switzerland  Offer 
   including interesting section of parcel cards with high frankings (Est. € 200/300) 

50612 F DFE   www 1870-1961 Group of 85 covers including a few fronts, all addressed to Switzerland,  Offer 
   noted Saar Charity, Deutsche Post Osten, Zone Francaise, Berlin etc. (Est. € 150/250) 

50613 F   1870-1985, Important postal history lot of ca.2’000 to 2’500 items with mostly com-  Offer 
   mercial usages incl. Infla (up to 29.11.23!), also min.sheets, zones, etc. incl. also some  
   miscellaneous all-world material (Est. € 1’500/2’400) 

50614 C H   1872-1945, Mint & used collection in an album with some postal history incl. airmails,  Offer 
 F DCE    with a range of States, 1872 small shields to 7k used, 1872 30g unused, 1872 large  
   shields to 9k used, 1874 9k used, 1899-1900 5m mint, 1920-21 5pf to 20m set used,   
   1924 Air set to 300pf mint and top value used, 1926-31 Air sets to 3m mint, 1933  
   Chicago set used, mini sheets incl. IPOSTA mint, etc. (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50615 CC C www 1872-2002 Large collections in 12 self-designed albums + 1 stockbook on nearly all  Offer 
 H F   areas from German Reich to Bundesrepublik, GDR and Berlin, noted also B&M, Gen.   
   Gouv.,fieldpost, Saar and Saarland, etc., noted many better sets, min sheets, etc.,   
   mint hinged, never hinged and used, with covers throughout, mostly fine to very fine  
   (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50616 C H   www 1879-1912, GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKISH EMPIRE mint and used collection incl. 3 covers,  Offer 
 F  incl. 1891 reg’d cover with 10pa on 5pg (2) and 2 1/2pi on 50pf, 1900 reg’d cover with  
   20pa on 10pf, 1 1/4pi 25pf and 10pa on 5pf, 1900 25p on 5m mint (both types), 1905 25p  
   on 5m mint and used, 1910 cover with 80pf, etc., useful collection (Est. € 1’200/1’500) 

50617 F   1880-1980, Lot of ca.800 covers and cards in two boxes showing mostly commercially  Offer 
   used items from the 20th century, noted fair amount of zones’ material from the late  
   40’s, early 50’s, earlier Feldpost airmails, occupations, Danzig, Berlin, postal stationery,  
   censored mail, etc., a few earlier items incl. some States, a fascinating lot for the  
   student (Est. € 800/1’200) 

50618 C H   www 1884-1917, COLONIES accumulation with ca.300 mint & used stamps incl. high values  Offer 
   from the various Foreign POs and Colonies with strength in Kiautschou and China,   
   range of postmarks, interesting mix (Est. € 600/800) 

50619 F   www 1891-1906, COLONIES postal history group of 32 cards/stationery, mint and used, no  Offer 
   exciting frankings but a range of cancels incl. Shanghai, Constantinople, Jaffa, Smyrna,  
   Tanger, Dar-es-Salaam, Aria, Ponape, etc., fine (Est. € 150/200) 

50620 C H   1891-1960, Mint hinged, used and cover collection in 3 albums incl. inflation mail,  Offer 
 G F   Wurttemburg, Allied & Soviet Zones with Berlin incl. district hs, Rheinland, Wurttemburg,  
   etc., East and West Germany with a good deal of covers addressed to Maurice Burrus  
   the famous philatelist, often with sets in singles and blocks of four (Est. € 800/1’200) 

50621 F   1900-35, 96 old picture postcards showing various origins, scenes, villages, trains,  Offer 
   etc. (Est. € 200/260) 

50622 CC H   www 1905-23, Small mint & used selection comprising Infla 318B and 331b, also 86Ib and  Offer 
   200b (black-violet shade), fine (Est. € 80/120) 

50623 F   www 1915-18, German Military Mission to Turkey, specialised collection of 31 items mounted  Offer 
   on exhibition pages, items from the following field post offices: Jerusalem, Constantinople,  
   Beersheba, Bozanti (Taurus), Baghdad Railway, Aleppo, Diarbekir, Damascus, Mamure,  
   Mardin, Arghana Maden, Kutahia, Konia and Bozanti (Est. € 300/400) 
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50588
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50590
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50591
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50592
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50594
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50597
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50680
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50598
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50598
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50624   www 1918 Collection of Mourning vignette stamps for the lost colonies; a complete presentation  Offer 
   sheet and 19 different in blocks of four (Est. € 300/400) 

50625 CC C   1920-23, Memel mint and used in 2 albums beginning with the French Administration from  Offer 
 H  Feb 1920 through Mandate on the German Stamps, through to the Mersons definitives,   
   with different papers, shades and above all overprint varieties in abundance accompanied  
   by arrows illustrating each error, seldom seen (Est. € 5’000/7’000) 

50626 F  www 1920-23, INFLA lot of 18 covers including several from November 1923, plus the  Offer 
   booklet “Dokument aus Deutschlands Schwerster Zeit” and Saxony Meissen porcelain  
   coins (Est. € 300/400) 

50627 H   1920-33, SAAR used collection incl. 1920 5m and 10m, useful (Est. € 600/800)  Offer

50628 C H   1920-38, DANZIG mint & used collection incl. postage dues and airmails, missing the  Offer 
   better stamps, generally fine (Est. € 400/600) 

50629 C H   1914-20, OCCUPATION collection on printed pages incl. Belgium, Romania, POs in  Offer 
   Warsaw, Allenstein, Marienwerder and Upper Silesia, attractive collection with very few  
   spaces (Est. € 400/500) 

50630 C H    1920-23, MEMEL mint and used collection on printed album pages incl. Lithuanian  Offer 
   occupations, only a few empty spaces (Est. € 300/400) 

50631 CC C   1925-60, Accumulation of se-tennant (Zussamendrucke) in one stockbook with many  Offer 
   hundreds of items incl. better Hindenburg se-tennants, as well as labels, booklet panes,  
   etc., good lot for the specialist (Est. € 700/900)  

50632   1932 ZEPPELIN: Small lot with photos and the ZEPPELIN-WELTFAHRTEN book plus a  Offer 
   brochure entitled “Hamburg-Amerika Linie / Zeppelin-Fahrten”, fascinating (Est. € 200/300) 

50633 F   www 1938-45, Specialised German Navy collection of ca200 items being mostly covers  Offer 
   showing a wide range of postmarks, also picture postcards and propaganda postcards,   
   items from more famous ships such as the Bismarck and Tirpitz, all types of ships from  
   smaller cruisers to big supply ships (incl. “Orion” from the Mariannes Islands/Pacific,   
   also famous captains and other navy officers, a great lot (Est. € 700/1’000) 

50634 F  136 1939-45, Important and valuable FIELDPOST holding of many hundreds of covers and  Offer 
   cards showing a wide range of various troops and origins, propaganda, Luftfeldpost  
   stamps, noted Battle of Britain, Stuka group in Bulgaria, censor seals and markings,  
   occupation of Latvia, flown fieldpost, manoeuvre cards, Memel, parcel frankings, Red  
   Cross items, etc. (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

50635 F   www 1939-45, Valuable selection of 189 Fieldpost office items with groups of items from  Offer 
   various armies in Europe: France, Belgium, Holland, Poland, Bohemia Moravia, East-  
   Front (Russia), Greece, also propaganda cards, various arms incl. Waffen-SS, also  
   noticed rare telegram, group of items from Danzig, etc. (Est. € 400/700) 

50636 CC C www 1940-44, GENERAL GOUVERNENMENT lifetime collection of stamps and postal history  Offer 
 H F    in 10 albums and some loose, highlights incl. 1941 10zl sheetlet mnh & used, many  
 J  Hitler heads imperf. blocks of four, Copernicus sheetlets of 8 with diff. pl. nos incl.  
   varieties, 1944 Culture Fund 50+50gr imperf. block of 6, 1944 10+10zl imperf. & perf.  
   mnh sheetlets and unused perf x imperf. vertically sheetlet, Litzmannstadt Ghetto 20zl  
   mint, radio licence stamps, Railway Feldpost, Community Coupons, Secret Polish Police  
   newspaper stamps, 1944 Liberation issues, etc., postal history from pre-invasion with  
   feldpost, rural & provisional cancels, official mail, military and customs cachets, scarce  
   usages with some unpriced by Michel, propaganda cards, etc., one of the best col-  
   lections we have offered of this area (Est. € 10’000/15’000) 

50637 C H   1941-45, Provisional ovpt collection for occupation of Ukraine, Pernau, Westersteue  Offer 
 F  incl. double and inverted ovpts, unusual (Est. € 400/500) 

50638 CC C www 1948-90 EAST GERMANY: Complete mint and used collection in large stockbook cram-  Offer 
 H G    med with clean fresh sets, generally very fine (1000s) (Est. € 800/1’000) 

50639 CC C   1949-1999, Collections of Bundesrepublik & Berlin in 10 SAFE albums, mostly never  Offer 
 H  hinged (some used, 1 set hinged), noted most of the better commemorative sets of early  
   Bundesrepublik never hinged, very fine (Est. € 200/400) 
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50640 CC C   www 1917-1960 Extensive old-time specialised collection of booklets & booklet panes of   Offer 
   Deutesche Reich & Bundespost, mounted on 80 pages and housed in green Scott    
   specialty album, showing booklet panes, exploded booklets and complete booklets,    
   generally fine to very fine (Mi. €28’000+) (Est. € 3’000/4’000)  

50641 CC C   www 1948 Soviet Zone (Bezirkshandstempel-Aufdrucke): Extensive specialised old-time  Offer 
 J L  collection neatly mounted on 185 album pages and housed is green Scott specialty    
   album, showing strength in mostly mint complete sets, blocks of four, some with corner    
   sheet marginals, plus some used and on fragments, generally very fine (1000’s)    
   (Est. € 500/1’000) 

50642 CC C   www 1941-45 Soviet Zone: Attractive old-time collection of mostly WWII Occupations issues  Offer 
 J H  neatly mounted on 265 albums pages and housed in green Scott speciality album,    
 L  showing mint & used sets, singles, multiples, miniatures sheets, covers  etc., some    
   dulicatation, mixed to very fine (1000’s) (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50643 CC C   www 1941-45 Attractive old-time collection of mostly WWII Occupations issues neatly mounted  Offer 
 H G  on 145 albums pages and housed in green Scott speciality album, showing an array of    
 F J  odds & ends including Albania, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Estland, Latvia, Lithuania, Pernau,    
 L  Pleskau, Vilnius, Zara etc., plus small array of earlier German Locals, mixed to very fine    
   (100’s) (Est. € 1’000/1’500)

   Images from lot 50562 (description on page 124)
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Greece 

Large Hermes Heads 1861 Paris Printing

50644 G  136 1L Brown in a vertical used strip of five tied by “67” lozenge of Syros on fragment, 1a 700 
   touched to good margins, fine & rare 

 

50645 H   1L to 80L complete set of seven, all with good to large margins, very fine 1-7 500

 

50646 C   5L Yellow green, with very large even margins and full original gum, superb 3a 300

50647 F  136 20L Prussian blue on cover from Gythion (1/12/1861) to Tripolis with large margins, 5a 100 
   showing thin circle, very fine 

Large Hermes Heads 1861-62 First Athens Fine Printing

 
50648 50649 50650 50651 50653 50654

50648 C   1L Deep chocolate with full original gum and large margins, showing a thin at the 9IIa 100 
   back, still very fine  

50649 H   1L Bistre brown used with good to large margins, very fine 9IIc 180

50650 H   10L Ochre yellow orange with yellowish wash and very large margins, superb 12Ia 100

50651 H   20L Deep ultramarine, used with very large margins, fresh and superb 13Ia 200

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50645
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50646
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50648
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50649
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50650
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50651
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50653
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50654
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50608
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50634
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50634
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50644
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50647
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50667
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50662
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50666
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50679
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50675
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50679
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50652 C   20L Prussian blue, good to large margins, unused with part original gum, a very fine 13Ic 1’800 
   example of this rarity 

50653 DCE   20L Deep blue unused without gum with four very narrow margins but still fresh and rare 13IIa 200

50654 DCE   40L Mauve on blue unused without gum, showing no relief with huge even margins and 14Ia 800 
   very fresh colour 

Large Hermes Heads 1861-62 1st Athens Coarse Printing

 
50655 50656 50657

50655 C   5L Green mint, very large even margins, superb 17a 100

50656 H   5L Yellow green, strip of four with good to large margins showing deformed 5 of the 17b var 150 
   control figures, very fine 

50657 DCE   10L Yellow on blue, unused without gum with large even margins, very fine 18d 100

 
50658 50659

50658 C   20L Blue on green paper mint with good to large margins, very fine and scarce 19e 400

50659 C   20L Deep blue, unmounted mint, with large even margins, very fine and rare in this shade 19f 400

Large Hermes Heads 1868-69 Cleaned Plates

 
50660 50661

50660 C   40L Grey mauve mint with good to large margins, very fine 28a 100

Large Hermes Heads 1871-76 Meshed Paper

50661 C   5L Yellow-green full original gum with unofficial perforation 6, applied at Cefalonia, 39b var 200 
   very fine and an interesting variety 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50652
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50655
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50656
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50657
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50658
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50659
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50660
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50661
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Large Hermes Heads 1876 New Values - Athens Printing

50662 C  136 60L Dark green used on double weight cover from Athens (14/11/78) to Chios, showing 46b 800 
   transit cancel of Syros on the back, superb condition and scarce 

Collections

50663 C   www 1862-80 Small accumulation of Large Hermes Heads manly mint (69),proofs (2),used  Offer 
   (4) including several scarce and expensive stamps (Hellas 9Ia,9IIa,12Ib,13Id,20II, 41c,  
   49e,etc.) (Est. € 600/800) 

50664 CC C   1865-1960, Marvellous collection in a very full Scott speciality album packed with  Offer 
 H  better mint sets much NH (and both 1940 youth sets). Including good BOB with complete  
   airs. Crete (Greek issues complete) + much more. Early a bit mixed but 20th century  
   clean. Great collection (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50665 CC C www 1870-1959ca. Ranges on leaves and cards including Crete, sets, airs etc. (Est.  Offer 
 H DCE   € 100/200) 

50666 F   136 1907-13, MARITIME: Group of 7 postcards/postal stationery + 1 unused postcard  Offer 
   depicting ship, all with different maritime markings, mostly Austrian Lloyd including  
   usage on Crete stationery, mostly good strikes (Est. € 500/1000) 

Aegean Islands

50667 CC  136 1943, German Occupation, Complete first set plus express stamps in complete nh sheets  5’000 
   of fifty, noted overprint varieties incl. large “L” for the 5 Lire, very fine (Sass. € 35’000) 

Samos

 

50668 G   1892 Ottoman 1pi tied by superb negative seal of Samos on small neat fragment, scarce  300

Greenland

50669 CC   1938-80, Mint plate blocks plus booklets, neatly ordered in glassines (FACIT SEK  Offer 
   26’700) (Est. € 400/500) 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50668
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Hungary (see also The “Danube” Collection Catalogue – lots 10000-10237)

 

50670 C   1938 Crown of St. Stephen 70f brown on green, mint lightly hinged, showing 592I 5’000 
   “HAZATERES 1938” overprinted OMITTED, very fine & extremely rare, an important  
   modern rarity, cert. Sismondo (Mi. €16’000) 

Collections

50671 CC C www 1871-1921, Advanced collection in album, starting with cancellations on Austrian  Offer 
 H    stamp incl. Pest on 15s of Austrian Levant, Arad, Temesvar, Baja, Munhals, Nemet  
   Bogsan, etc., 1871 First issues of Hungary, extensive array of Banat Bacska 1919  
   ovpt, Baranya, Romanian occupation, Szeged 1919, Soproni nepszavazas 1921,  
   Lajtabansag-posta, etc., a great source of material to study those elusive overprints,  
   very fine & seldom encountered (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

50672 C H   1871-1939, Mint & used collection in an album from 1871 with both litho and engraved  Offer 
   to 25kr, with a good deal of completion, incl. postage dues, airmails, mini sheets, etc.   
   (Est. € 400/500) 

50673 F   1871-1943, Group of 100+ covers/cards of Hungary used in Romania, mostly postal  Offer 
   stationery, with a wide variety of town cancels, great for the cancel collector, special  
   cancels, incl. Express, registered, censored, etc., fine (Est. € 200/300) 

50674 F   www 1880-1964 Group of 36 covers from early commercial frankings to middle period  Offer 
   philatelic frankings with scarce sets or blocks and FDCs (Est. € 100/200) 

Italian States  

Modena

50675 F  136 Sardinia 20c Dark Blue, huge margins at each side, tied by double-circle Modena cds D3 1’000 
    (3MARZ. 60) to envelope to Genova with “Da Bologna...” transit and bs on reverse, very  
   fine example of this scarce usage, signed by A. Diena & Avanzo 

Papal States

 

50676 G L   1855-57, Postal Forgery 5Baj rose, type I, and 8Baj issued stamp, tied by cds on small F2 150 
   piece, clear to very good margins all around (Sassone F2, €725+) 

50677 F   www 1822-68, Pre-philatelic collection of 43 mostly official covers superbly mounted on  Offer 
   exhibition pages, plus a group of 23 official covers from a range of administrations,  
   all very fine quality, three albums (Est. € 400/700) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50670
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50676
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50684
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50686
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50681
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50700
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50719
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50694
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50694
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Parma

 

50678 H   1859 5c Yellow Green, large even margins all around, neat Parma cds, superb example 13 5’000 
   of a rare colour variety, signed Raybaudi (Sassone €60’000) 

Sardinia

50679 F  136 1819 CAVALLINI: 15c blue postal stationery from Carmagnola to Torino, plus 1820 15c  600 
   albino from Castellamonte to Torino, very fine, scarce 

50680 F  132 1860 Extremely rare vertical pair of the 10c Dark Chocolate Brown tied to folded cover 14Af 1’300 
   from Torino, two strikes of the cds “with hour,” sent to Breo-Mondovi (bs). The pair  
   with large margins showing part of neighbouring stamps at right and at foot, an  
   important and precious franking, very fine, signed A. & G. Bolaffi, Avanzo, A. Diena 

50681 F  140 1862 20c Dark Purplish Indigo, good margins all around, tied by 31 December (1862) 15Ea 300 
   Milano cds (the last day of the 20c tariff) to cover to Bologna (1 GEN 63 bs), a scarce  
   usage and very fine showpiece, signed Oliva  
     

   Note: By sending the letter the next day (1 January 1863), the sender would have saved 5c 

Sicily

50682 F   www 1803-80, Superbly mounted pre-philatelic collection in three albums with 77 items  Offer 
   showing a fine range of mostly very well-struck markings, noted markings such as MES  
   MON, red NOTO in oval,blue CITTA S.ANGEL, TERRANOVA, blue SIRACUSA, MODICA,   
   TRAPANI, also insured letters, officials, etc., see web (Est. € 500/800) 

50683 C H www 1859-61, Highly attractive mint & used collection in a small album with 1/2g mint (2)  Offer 
 DCE    & used, 1g mint (2) & used (4), 2g mint (2) & used (7), 5g mint (4) & used, 10g mint  
   (2, one with plate flaw “scars” on face) & used (3), 20g mint & used (2) and 50g mint  
   (2) & used, many with og and good margins, various shades throughout, a superb  
   selection (Est. € 6’000/8’000) 

Italy

50684 F  140 1743 Letter of the Doge of Venice on vellum dated 14.12.1743 and with the lead seal  1’200 
   of Petrus Griman, with “Cito Cito” manuscript, very fine & scarce 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50678
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1863 15C HEAD INVERTED ON COVER
ONE OF THE GREATEST RARITIES OF THE REGNO PERIOD

 

50685 F   1863 15c Blue with HEAD INVERTED tied by PISA 21 FEB 63 cds on entire folded 11I  
   lettersheet to Reggiollo, reverse bears several transit cds markings including Bologna  
   and Guastalla, the adhesive has a very clear and pronounced embossing of King Emanuele  
   II and large margins all around, very light creasing at top left but well outside the design  
   of the stamp and mentioned for accuracy only, a top Regno item (Sassone €300’000)   
       

   Expertise: Signed by Paolo Vaccari   
 

   Note: There are only 5 singles recorded (one of fragment, several have faults) and  
   ONLY two covers (Domaso 1-1-1863 and this one).   
       

                                                                              Estimate: € 40’000 - € 50’000   
   

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50685
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50686 J P  140 1863 15c Blue, type I lithographed issue, proof block of four printed on both sides, 12 750 
   listed in one Italian catalogue (C.E.I.) at €6’000 unused without gum (as is this block)  
   and known in one example on cover (€24’000) thus legitimising the listing as a “postage  
   stamp.” Cert. Raybaudi (2006) pronouncing it “in ottimo stato di conservazione.”  
   (C.E.I. €24’000+) 

 
50687 50688

50687 CC C   1879-89 1c to 5L mint part set of eleven values all in mint nh strips of three, some  3’000 
   with crease & other faults, plus 1890-91 Postage Dues surcharge set also in strips of  
   three etc., mixed to very fine, many with cert. Newiger 

50688 DCE   1923 B.L.P. 1L with variety MISSING “B.”, unused without gum, very fine and rare with 12k 1’500 
   only 11 known examples (all without gum) and unpriced by Sassone, signed A. Diena  
   amongst others plus E. Diena cert. when it used to be in a pair 

 
50689 50690 50691

50689 C   1924-25 Publicity Stamps: 50c violet and green “Tagliacozzo”, mint, fresh & very fine, 85 1’000 
   a scarce example of this popular issue (Sassone 17, €3’000), cert. Sismondo 

50690 C   1924-25 Publicity Stamps: 50c violet and green “Piperno”, mint, fresh & very fine, a 85 800 
   scarce example of this popular issue (Sassone 13, €2’750), cert. Sismondo 

50691 C   1924-25 Publicity Stamps: 50c violet and green “Coen”, mint, fresh & very fine, a 85 700 
   scarce example of this popular issue (Sassone 10, €2’000), cert. Sismondo 

50692 F   www 1933 (May 27) Graf Zeppelin flight card with Zeppelin 3L and 75c commemorative, with  150 
   special cachets and Rome bs, fine (Sieger 208A) 

50693 F   www ITALIAN POWs IN EAST AFRICA: 1942-45, Selection of 11 stampless covers from various  120 
   different Camps including Naivasha, Burguret, Gilgil, Mitubiri, etc., mixed to very fine 

50694 F   140 1722-1835, Attractive collection on the Republic of Venice comprising 31 items showing  Offer 
   a range of scarce postmarks, all identified and knowledgeably written up on pages,  
   many items signed Vollmeier, De Paulis or Sorani, covers with better marks from  
   Treviso (TREVIS in red), also type 4, also ms, Venice “Gazetta”, VEN P. SALO, Oderzo,  
   UDINE (1N) and type 3, Portogruaro, Venice (type V24), Asolo, Feltre, Ceneda, Mestre,  
   Chiozza, Chioggia, GECC (type 41.1), Palmanova, Spilimbergo, see web for complete  
   scans (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50687
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50687
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50687
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50688
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50689
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50690
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50691
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50695 CC C www 1851-1964, Accumulation loose, on cards, in small stockbooks with a wealth of material,  Offer 
 H G   noted ranges of Italian States on leaves, Vatican, San Marino, Italian Colonies incl. airs,  
 J  other territories, mostly fine (Est. € 750/1’000) 

50696 CC C  www 1862-1992, Attractive mint collection housed in four G.B.E hingeless albums, showing a  Offer 
   great deal of completion, noted valuable earlies with better Vottorio Emanuele singles,  
   later issues incl. 1922 Congresso Filatelico set, 1923 Manzoni set, 1930 Rome-Rio  
   flight, later issues with 1945 Democracy set to 100L, 1961 Gronchi Rosa, also Express  
   stamps, parcel post, etc. (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

50697 CC C www 1874-1941 ITALIAN COLONIES & LEVANT AREAS collection on old leaves and diverse  Offer 
 H   stockcards noted most areas, many with early better sets, mostly mint hinged but also  
   much used, untidy but careful recommended and worth inspection for better values  
   (Est. € 700/1200) 

50698 H F   1945-80, Complete used collection in Marini album up to 1958 (including Ginnici 1951  Offer 
   set signed Diena, not so common with authentic cancels), plus 20 1951-62 Venetia Club  
   FDCs plus 155 FDCs with all the used sets from 1976 to 1980, fine (Est. € 400/600) 

50699 CC C    1950-89, Aparently mint nh collection in 2 stockbooks incl. useful values & sets, very  Offer 
   fine (Est. € 150/300) 

Vatican City

50700 F  140 1936 (4 May) Zeppelin Cover with mixed franking of Italy and Vatican stamps posted  400 
   from Vatican City 4-5-36, with Italian stamps tied by Rome transit, sent to Lakehurst  
   NJ on the Hindenberg. Arrived New York 9-5-36, scarce cover 

50701 CC C  www 1929-71, Practically all never hinged and complete collection in hingeless Marini  Offer 
   album, the 1934 provisional set is lightly hinged and comes with a certificate, other  
   better sets noted incl. the 1935 Judicial Congress set which is very difficult to find  
   never hinged, also 1948 and 1953 airs, postage dues, etc. a very fine collection  
   (Est. € 800/1’200) 

50702 CC   www 1929-78, Complete never hinged collection of Vatican housed in two albums, inc. 1934  Offer 
   Provisionals (signed Diena and Sorani) and the 1935 Juridicial Congress sets (both  
   scarce never hinged), very fine (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

50702A CC   www 1929-78, Complete never hinged collection of Vatican housed in two albums, incl.   Offer 
   1934 Provisionals (cert. Sorani) and the 1935 Juridicial Congress sets (both scarce    
   never hinged), very fine (Est. € 800/1’200)  

50703 CC  www 1934-60, Complete collection of Vatican in two albums, includes the 1934 proviisonals  Offer 
   and the Judicial Congress set, all never hinged, very fine (Est. € 700/1’000) 

Libya Italian Post Offices

50704 G  146 Oltre Giuba: 1925 Postage Dues, COLLECTION DE BERNE: three complete sets tied by  300 
   red POSTES ET TELEGRAPHES / MADAGASCAR / COLLECTION DE BERNE handstamp  
   on part of album page, very fine & rare 

Collections

50705 CC C www 1840-2008, Stock in 4 stockbooks, well ordered with better early material, also post-  Offer 
 H    war 1947-54 nh useful values & sets, etc., high retail potential (Est. € 2’000/3’800) 

50706 H G   www 1851-63, Modena, Naples, Parma and Neopolitan Provinces used collection in a small  Offer 
 F  album, incl. Neopolitan 1/2t on part cover and various values on pieces to 5g, Modena  
   incl. 1859 20c on cover and 1859 40c with “P.P.” hs, Napoli to 10g, Parma incl. 1852  
   25c on cover, 1857-59 15c & 25c, Sardinia 1853 20c & 1854 20c, Tuscany 1851 to 9c  
   incl. 1s signed Brandes (genuine?), an attractive collection with some exquisite cancel-  
   lations and quality (Est. € 3’000/4’000)

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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50707 H G   www 1852-68, PAPAL STATES attractive used collection with 1852 1/b to 50b and 1867 2c  Offer 
   to 20c and 1868 10c to 40c, incl. multiples and various cancels, generally very fine  
   condition (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50708 H   www 1890-1918, Italian Offices abroad used collection on 16 pages incl. Alexandria, Tunisia,  Offer 
   Tripoli, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Benghazi, China, Crete, Turkish Empire (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50709 CC H   www 1923-34 TRIPOLITANIA practically complete collection of all issued sets (except Nr 25,  Offer 
   Servicio del Estato and Segnatasse per Vaglia) in never hinged condition, neatly mounted  
   in Hawids on pages, see web for a full set of scans (Sassone € 8’000+) (Est. € 500/800) 

50710 CC H   www 1925-26 OLTRE GIUBA practically complete mint collection neatly mounted in Hawid  Offer 
   mounts on pages, Sassone numbers 1 to 44 (except 21), Express 1-2, Pacchi Postali  
   1-13, Segnatasse per Vaglia 1-6, all never hinged except for 1-15, set 29-35 is also  
   in used condition, see web for a full set of scans (Sassone € 8’350+) (Est. € 500/800) 

50711 CC C www 1927-39, LIBYA: FIERA DE TRIPOLI, Specialised collection on pages showing 13 sets  Offer 
 H F    from 1927 to 1939, all in never hinged condition apart from sets 108-117, A4-A7 and  
   118-124, plus the set 108-117 neatly used and very scarce, plus 108-117 and A4-A7  
   in imperforate proofs, (Sassone €10’350+) (Est. € 700/1’000) 

50712 CC H   www 1932-34, All issued sets in never hinged condition plus 6 extra sets neatly used and  Offer 
   very scarce as such, neatly mounted in Hawids on pages, see web for a full set of  
   scans (Sassone € 7’000+) (Est. € 500/700) 

Latvia

50713 F   www 1919-39, A few dozen covers housed on album leaves including registered, censor,  Offer 
   advertising, telegram forms, postal stationery, airmails, etc., many attractive covers  
   (Est. € 500/800) 

50714 CC C   1919-39, A well filled comprehensive collection with virtually everything in complete sets,  Offer 
 H  beginning with the different papers 1918-19 definitives, all the way through to 1939 with  
   all the good airmails with imperfs, a clean and attractive collection (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

Liechtenstein

50715 CC C www 1912-60, Very complete collection of mint with much NH (including Postwar + some  Offer 
 H    earlies) including perf varieties all B.O.B. 1st issue shades complete. Vaduz sheet is  
   VF used with cert. Lovely clean collection, much NH (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50716 C H   www 1912-93, Very fine used collection in Lighthouse album showing a great deal of  Offer 
   completion, noted 1928 Jubilee set (with Liniger certificate) and the Vaduz min.sheet  
   (with Rellstab certificate) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

Lithuania

50717 CC C   1919-40, Virtually complete collection of 100s of stamps on KA/BE album pages,  Offer 
 H  beginning with the early primitive issues used incl. the very first types, then much  
   mint never hinged thereafter with airmails and other back of the book, miniature  
   sheets, as well as the regular definitive and commemoratives, a clean and attractive  
   collection (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

 

50718 CC   CENTRAL:1920 Surcharge complete set of 10, mint, fine to very fine, all signed Dr.  564D 400 
   Wallner and top 2 values signed Dr. Esser, rare with a total of 360 complete sets printed  
   and only 200 actually sold to the public (Yv. € 4’420) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50718
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50718
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50704
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50721
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50730
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50730
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50743
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50732
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50748
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50749
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50750
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50751
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50754
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Luxembourg

50719 CC J 140 1926-31 Grand Duchess Charlotte, lot of 33 blocks of four with values from 5c to 3F50,  340 
 S    diagonal SPECIMEN overprint and punch-hole on every stamp, some also have the red  
   hs “Please return to Specimen Dept”, from the ABNC archives, gen. fine 

Montenegro

50720 CC C www 1874-1913, Accumulation of several collections with mint, used, postal history, postal  Offer 
 H F   stationery mint and used, revenues, etc., time needed to examine closely due to the  
 M  haphazard nature of the collection (Est. € 5’000/6’000) 

Netherlands

50721 F  146 1896 5c Blue postal envelope +additional franking cancelled Utrecht 18.07.96 to TAHITI,  700 
   San Francisco 03.08.96 cds and arrival Papeete 07.09.96 cds, very fine, very rare 

50722 C H  1852-1940, Mostly used collection incl 1898-1905 10g, 1913 10g, good deal of  Offer 
 DCE   completion, some back-of-the-book, useful (Est. € 900/1’200) 

50723 CC C www 1852-1980, Lovely fresh clean mint and used collection in 2 specialty albums with very  Offer 
 H    near complete coverage including all 19th + early 20th Cent. VF used to 1920’s with  
   10 guilders, 20th Cent. mostly mint, with good B.O.B. including the elusive marine  
   insurance set. Colonies also strong with excellent high value sets throughout, with 19th  
   Cent. mostly used, 20th mostly mint with good B.O.B. in colonies also. Great collection  
   with most value in better items (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

50724 CC C www 1852-2001 Collection in 2 self-designed albums, incl. classic issues used, later used  Offer 
 H F    or never hinged, modern issues mostly never hinged, also noted some covers, very fine  
   (Est. € 400/600) 

Netherlands Indies

50725 F  www 1930 Cover to Amsterdam franked 5c +7 1/2c tied by violet rubber cachet, “Paquebot  80 
   Singapore” cds on back, very fine 

Norway

50726 J DCE  www LOCALS: Drammens local post 10ore black on blue (depicting a bird) imperf. tête-bêche  1’000 
   block of 48, with 8 doubly printed, two folds, unusual 

Poland

 
507295072850727

50727 H   1860 10k used with 4-ring numeral ‘1’ of Varszava showing variety: blue printing at top 1 160 
   right corner strongly damaged leaving the numeral 10 nearly invisible, also showing light  
   damage at left top corner inside the outer frameline, a very fine example of this variety 

50728 H   1860 10k greenish blue / dark rose used with 4-ring numeral ‘1’ of Varszava showing 1 150 
   variety: small damage on posthorn (white spot), very fine example 

50729 H   1860 10k used with central 4-ring ‘DP’ of dworzec Praga, fine example showing 1 140 
   varieties: white dot after top right ‘10’ + blue spot in upper right drapery 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50727
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50728
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50729
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Later Issues

50730 F  146 SKIING: POLAND 1947 25gr. Commemorative stamp of the Polish Ski Championships  200 
   with inverted overprint tied by the special cancellation XXII MIEDZYNARODOWE  
   MISTRZOSTWA NARCIARSKIE W POLSCE 22-26 LUTY 1947, extremely rare combination,   
   plus normal ovpt on reverse of 150z postal card tied by same 25.02 cancel, very fine 

50731 C H   1860-1938, Mint & used collection in an album, beginning with two #1, Olkusz ovpts  Offer 
   complete, the Gniezno pair, mini sheets incl. Stratosphere, much back-of-the-book  
   incl. ovpts on Germania issues, Polish legion, Tarnow provisionals, as well as a range  
   of Port Gdansk, POs in Turkey, etc. (Est. € 600/800) 

Portugal

50732 P  146 1924 Luis de Camoes attractive array of over one hundred and eighty Waterlow proofs,  Offer 
   mostly in imperforate marginal blocks of six with control punches, show with missing  
   value tablets etc., some faults, generally very fine (188 proofs) (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50733 CC C www 1853-1968, Small mint & used collection incl. Dona Maria II 5r used and Dom Pedro  Offer 
 H    5r unused (both signed A. Diena) with the classics nearly all with 4 margins, 1882-87  
   500r used, 1894 Henri set of 13 mnh, etc. (STC €15’688 in Yvert which appear to have  
   changed since it was done) (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50734 CC C  www 1890-2000, Extensive and clean fresh accumulation neatly arranged in 3 stock books and  Offer 
 H  in packed mini sheet album of several hundred, mostly NH €5 to €15 (these are a  
   bit disorganized). Value here is in nice run of mint sets €2 to 20+ each from 1930’s  
   to 2000’s, mostly NH after 1950’s. Duplication, 5-10 or more each for many issues.  
   Very strong group of modern Azores and Madeira including mini sheets. Massive cat  
   value (Est. € 600/900) 

Portuguese Africa Nyassa Company

50735 CC C www 1895-1917 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
 DCE    Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €2’460) (Est. € 300/500) 

Cape Verde

50736 CC C   www 1877-1962 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
   Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €3’277) (Est. € 500/800) 

 

50737 F   1883-1931 Attractive selection of 14 covers, stationery & postcards, including two  Offer 
   Crown covers franked 100r mauve, a fine & scarce group (14) (Est. € 1’800/2’400) 

Portuguese Congo

50738 CC C   www 1894-1918 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
   Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €1’127) (Est. € 200/300) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50737
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Portuguese Guinea

50739 CC C www 1881-1962 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
 DCE    Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €4’933) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

Inhambane

50740 CC C www 1895-1917 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
 DCE    Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €2’398) (Est. € 300/500) 

Lourenco Marques

50741 CC C D www 1894-1921 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
 DCE    Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €2’308) (Est. € 300/500) 

Mozambique company

50742 CC C  www 1892-1935 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
 DCE    Santos album pages, practically complete, plus selections of Kionga, Quelimane, Tete,  
   all in above average condition being very fine to superb (Afinsa €2’094) (Est. € 300/500) 

Mozambique

50743 F  146 1916 Cover from a German PoW in Camp Amento, Lourenço Marques to another PoW  200 
   in Pietermaritzburg, rose censor label at top 

50744 CC C  www 1876-1963 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
 DCE    Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €7’139) (Est. € 1’200/1’800) 

São Tomé and Príncipe

50745 CC C  www 1869-1965 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
 DCE    Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €8’500) (Est. € 1’800/2’200) 

Timor

50746 CC C www 1886-1972 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
 DCE    Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €4’963) (Est. € 800/1’200) 

Zambezia

50747 CC C   www 1894-1917 Attractive, clean & fresh collection of mint neatly presented on hingeless  Offer 
   Santos album pages, practically complete, all in above average condition being very  
   fine to superb (Afinsa €719) (Est. € 120/180) 

Romania 

Austrian Levant Post Offices

50748 F  146 BAKEU: 1855 Incoming mail from Hannover franked by 1/10 Thaler adhesive, reverse  600 
   bears K.K.F.POST 12 16/8 arrival from Bakeu as well as Bucarest transit K.K. FELD-  
   POSTAMT N°1, fine 

      
 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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50749 F   146 CRAIOVA 1850 9Kr (MP, IIIb) and 6Kr (MP, III) on reverse for registration on opened-up  5’000 
   disinfected envelope, tied by “K.K.öST.F.P.KRAJOVA 4/10” cds with “RECOM:” adjacent,  
   as well as manuscript registration cachet “Krajova 139”, sent via Hermannsburg and  
   addressed to K.K. Lieutenant Georg v. Popp, 50. Infanterieregiment at Karlsburg (11/10)  
   in Transylvania. Rate: 6Kr for Wallachia, 3Kr for Austria and 6Kr for registration. Only  
   one other registered cover from Crajova (in poor condition) addressed to Prussia is  
   recorded. Very fine and extremely rare, cert. Puschmann 

50750 F   146 FOKSCHAN 1855 Entire to Bukarest (bs) franked with Austria 1850 9Kr (MP, IIIb, right  5’000 
   marginal) tied by “K.K. FELDPOSTAMT 3s.Ae.Cs. 6/9” cds, 9Kr rate for a long-distance  
   letter within Moldavia - Wallachia. Fine and extremely rare. Apparently only three other  
   covers from Fokschan are recorded (two within the territory bearing 3Kr and a defective  
   cover to Rustschuk, ex Sacher), cert. Ferchenbauer 

50751 F  146 FOKSCHAN: 1855 Official folded cover to Tekutsch bearing “K.K FELDPOSTAMT 3s.Ae.Cs”  800 
   with date 18/9 cds, reverse bear Fokschan administration seal plus TEKUTSCH 19/9  
   arrival, very fine 

 

50752 F    GIURGEVO: Opened-up envelope from Alexandria, Walachia sent by Lieutenant Pohnert,   15’000 
   50. Inf.-Reg. mailed with 1850 9Kr (MP, IIIb) and 6Kr (MP,III) for registration on reverse  
   from GIURGEVO (5/2) also showing “RECOM:” adjacent (unrecorded by Tchilinghirian),  
   sent via Vienna & Teplitz to Brüx, Böhmen (16/2). The 9Kr letter rate + 6Kr for registration  
   again proving a special rate arrangement for registered letters. Very fine and extremely  
   rare, one of two registered covers known from Giurgevo, ex Jerger, cert. Ferchenbauer 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50752
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50753 F    GIURGEVO 1855 Folded Fieldpost cover to Pest franked by six Austria 1850 3Kr (MP, Ib  15’000 
   re-engraved types, stage 1-2 and 2-2, one showing so-called hollow colour spot) tied  
   by single circle GIURGEVO 13/8 cds, showing “RECOM:” on one 3Kr stamp, disinfected at  
   Alt-Orsova. Rate: 6Kr for Registration leaving 12Kr for postage for Wallachia and Austria.  
   Few faults, fine and extremely rare. One of two registered covers known from Giurgevo,  
   cert. Ferchenbauer. Provenance: François, Jerger (realised €44’000 +% in 2007) 

50754 F  146 JASSY: 1857 Sealed envelope bearing Austria 9Kr blue in horizontal pair and tied by  4’000 
   K.K. FELDPOSTAMT N°2 2/7, endorsed at top “K.K. oester. Truppen...”, pair slightly  
   touched at bottom mentioned for accuracy only, disinfection punches, very fine & scarce 

General Issues

50755 F  150 1837 Postal document regarding disinfection of a package, dual messages incl. (at top)  2’000 
   one from the post office at Gura Ialomiei stating the package had already been seen  
   to at the Quarantine Calarasului and dated April 25, the message below dated July 19  
   from the Quarantine Gura Ialumitei being a “clean bill of health,” struck with superb  
   strike of the negative pictorial (eagle etc.) quarantine station Gora Ialumitei hs (Dragomir  
   fig. 150), transcription enclosed, a splendid showpiece showing a rare marking and a  
   “parcel accompanying” usage, believed to be unique thus 

50756 F  150 1838 Cover sent to Bucharest and disinfected at Turnu Severin, certified fumigated  400 
   there by the director (V. Stambeanu) on Dec. 27, 1838 and stamped with the station’s  
   negative seal (Dragomir type K38, fig. 153), lovely showpiece, signed Pascanu,  
   accompanied by 1851 certificate of quarantine with same seal hs 

50757 F  150 1839 Cover (opened out for display), rastel disinfected and sent to Zimnicea where the  200 
   fumigation was certified, struck with the rare negative seal of the quarantine there  
   (Dragomir type K30, fig. 134, rated “6R”), great showpiece, signed Pascanu 

AN EXCEPTIONAL EXAMPLE OF THE 27PA FIRST ISSUE

 

50758 H   1858 Bull’s Head Issue 27pa black on rose laid paper, good and sharp impression, 1 8’000 
   cancelled by clear GALATZ 25/9 cds in blue, clear to good margins all around, very  
   fine & rare  
     

   Expertise: cert. Heimbüchler; his census no. 278/1 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50753
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50758
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50759 50760 5076350762

50759 H   1858 Bull’s Head Issue 54p Green on blue-green laid paper, solid impression in dark 2 3’000 
   colour on greenish blue paper, large to huge margins all around, “face free” GALATZ  
   cds, tiny corner crease at top left, a wonderful example, Heimbüchler census no. 326/5  
     

   Expertise: cert. Pescanu 

50760 G   1858 Bull’s Head Issue 54p Green on blue-green laid paper, a damaged and repaired 2 600 
   example cancelled FOKSCHANI 18/7 cds in blue, large margin at top, not in Heimbüchler’s  
   census, signed Pascanu 

 

50761 F   1858 Bull’s Head Issue 54p Green on blue-green laid paper, sharp impression and 2 10’000 
   ample to enormous margins all around, uncommon RED “JASSY / MOLDOVA / 23/9”   
   cds, on lettersheet with all text inside addressed to the Theologo Brothers in Galatz,   
   small tears to cover on reverse only as well as clear GALATZ 25/9 cds  
     

   An extremely fine & flawless example of the 54 Parales on cover  
     

   Expertise: cert. Heimbüchler; his census no. 341/1 

50762 H   1858 Bull’s Head Issue 108pa Blue on pale rose laid paper, cancelled by clear JASSY 4 3’000 
   cds in blue, good margins all around, tiny thin spot and a horizontal crease, still a very  
   fine example of this rare stamp  
     

   Expertise: cert. Heimbüchler; his census no. 388/5 

50763 G   1858 Bull’s Head Issue 108pa Blue on pale rose laid paper, cancelled by clear BERLAD 4 1’000 
   3/10 cds in blue on small piece, clear to good margins all around, several paper  
   damages incl. crease and tears, somewaht unfresh, not in Heimbüchler’s census  
     

   Expertise: cert. Pescanu 

50764 F  150 1858-61 Second Issue, 80p Vermilion, large to huge margins on three sides, tied to 7Ay 2’000 
   registered embossed “lady’s cover” by blue FRANCO / BERLAD ribbon, blue italic  
   RECIPISSE and ms number plus Berlad cds (28/10) alongside, red Jassy bs (29/10),   
   cover opened for display, a stunning showpiece, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50759
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50760
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50762
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50763
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50761
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50765 F  150 1859 Registered letter (back flaps slightly trimmed away) showing superb hs of FRANCO,  600 
   italic RECIPISSE and Jassy / Moldova cds (25/6), to Roman, showing ms valuation of  
   9 lei 30 rapale at top right, a stellar showpiece 

50766 DFE  150 1862 Moldavia-Wallachia 6p Brownish Red, remarkable strip of 5 tied to large part- 9Ixa 2’000 
   cover (front plus one backflap showing bs) by FRANCO / JASSY ovals, cds of same  
   at right (30/4), sent to Galatz (bs 2/5), file fold between 2nd & 3rd stamps else very  
   fine showpiece, ex Tomasini (lot 20122, € 8’365), signed A. Diena 

 

50767 CC C  1862-64 Moldavia-Wallachia specialised selection on 2 A4 stockcards, mint hinged, 8-10 400 
 H J    never hinged and / or used, noted pairs, blocks & strips, a scarce group 

 

50768 F   1865 Prince Alexandru Cuza, 5p Blue on wove paper, pair and two singles tied by  8’000 
   diamond grills to 1865 Retour Recipisa form also showing superb TIRGUL-FRIMOS  
   ornamented cds (2/12 on front and 7/12 on back), sent to Jassy, a spectacular and  
   important exhibition showpiece, vertical file folds as can be expected, cert. Heimbuchler  
   (2007) and signed by R. Zoscsak 

50769 F  150 1868-70 Prince Carol I, Second Earliest Known Usage of the 18b value: Carmine Rose 20 500 
   shade tied to Retour Recepisa by diamond grill, bold Tirgul-Frumos ornamented cds  
   dated 5 February and per the 2008 Heimbuchler cert. the 2nd earliest known use, usual  
   file folds, very fine and important showpiece for the issue 

50770 F  154 1869 Prince Carol I, Vertical BISECT of 10b Blue tied to “Recipisa de priimire” by 22aVar 3’000 
   Bolgrad ornamented cds (27/), dated 1871 and with ms No. “71” thus second on the  
   Heimbuchler list of 30 or so Bolgrad bisects (pg. 298), large margins, small part of  
   form missing at left, else very fine. Signed Odor and part of the famous Odor find of  
   bisects (see Heimbüchler pg. 288) 

50771 C H   www 1858-1947 Duplicated ranges in 3 stockbooks, section of 1862 issues including pairs  Offer 
 L  with stamp turned sideways, Prince Carole issues in mixed condition, later generally  
   fine with different perforations,  forgeries noted in pre1862 issues (Est. € 600/1200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50767
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50767
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50767
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50768
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50772 CC C www 1860-1960, Accumulation with much duplication mint & used incl. 1958 Stamp  Offer 
 H G  Centenary set in mint nh blocks of 4 perf & imperf, specialised section of 1891 issues  
 F DFE    with many cover fronts & multiples + page from Fournier book with 1891 3b & 5b ‘used’  
   blocks of 10, a small collection of Romanian Levant incl. covers, etc., needs reorganising  
   (Est. € 300/500) 

50773 H F   1872-1960, CANCELLATION collection in 4 well-filled albums from 1872 Paris issue  Offer 
   with covers arranged alphabetically under each post office from Acherman to Zimnicea,  
   postal history throughout (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50774 M   www 1875-86, REVENUES selection of 127 stamps, rarely offered (Est. € 400/600)  Offer

50775 H F   www 1893-1940, PERFIN collection of used and covers written up on 83 pages, very unusual,  Offer 
   great for further study, one for the specialist (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50776 CC C www 1922-39, Collection in 2 albums incl. 1922 Coronation imperf, unused, varieties,   Offer 
 H G  flaws& multiples, 1926 King Ferdinand’s Birthday 10l error of colour, 1930 King Karl  
 F A    definitives etc., fine specialised ranges (Est. € 600/800) 

50777 CC   2008 Beijing Olympics complete set in 19’324 souvenir sheets, still in original post  Offer 
   office packaging, face value equivalent to €17’370 (Est. € 2’000/4’000) 

D.D.S.G. Post Offices

50778 F  154 IBRAILA 1844: Folded cover from Ibraila to Constantinople bearing boxed PORT PAYÉ  500 
   handstamp, fine & scarce 

Russia

50779 F  154 1805 Passport for Austrian envoyé prior to Napoleonic war, size 340X215mm  300

 
50780 50781 50782 50786

50780 DCE    1857 10k Brown & Blue imperf., plate II, so-called unused example with pen cancel 1 400 
   removed, large margins, very fine 

50781 H   1857 10k Brown & Blue imperf. with good to large margins, light “443” numeral of 1 300 
   Berdiansk, very fine, signed A. Brun 

50782 H   1857 10k Brown & Blue imperf., plate II, bearing indistinct oval part cancellation, small 1 180 
   to normal margins, slightly faulty example 

50783 F  154 1857-58 10k brown & blue perf-14 3/4x15 tied by “Chukholma / Otpravleno” 3-line 2 300 
   boxed ds on 1858 (Apr 25) entire to Helsingfors, reverse with “ANK” arrival ds, fine 

50784 F  154 1857-58 10k brown & blue perf.14 3/4x15 tied by “1” dotted circle 2nd experimental 2 200 
   cancel of St. Petersburg on 1858 (Feb 11) entire to Warsaw USED ON THE FIRST DAY  
   OF USE, with oval despatch ds adjacent, Warsaw bs, fine 

50785 F  154 1857-58 10k brown & blue perf.14 3/4x15 tied by “1” dotted circle 2nd experimental 2 200 
   cancel of St. Petersburg on 1858 (Feb 20) entire to Warsaw with boxed despatch ds  
   adjacent, Warsaw bs, fine 

50786 H   1857-58 30k Carmine & green perf.14 3/4x15 on thick paper, used with dotted numeral, 4 260 
   fault (internal crack) otherwise still an attractive appearing example of this rare stamp 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50780
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50781
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50782
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50786
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50787 C   1884 14k Arms, blue & rose, lower left corner marginal IMPERFORATE, just touching 39Pa 1’000 
   at top right, slight thin, fine appearance and rare, ex Fabergé (Standart € 4’500) 

50788 CC J   www 1912-16 7k with yellow varnish line in complete sheet of 100, mint nh, usual trivial 99(2) Va 500 
   imperfections for a sheet, very fine, cert. Zagorsky (2015) 

50789 CC J  154 1912-16 15k top right corner block of four showing sheet paper join across top pair, 102 500 
   mint nh, a very fine and rare paper variety, cert. Zagorsky (2015) 

 

50790 H   RUSSIA USED IN PERSIA: 1913 15k Romanov cancelled with very seldom seen Gombad e  300 
   Kabuz Russian PO cds, that was open only for a short period during WWI, fine and rare 

50791 F  154 1916 Cover from Vladivostock to Seattle with 10k tied by Tsuruga Japan cds and boxed  260 
   “PAQUEBOT” in violet, very fine, rare 

50792 F  154 1848 Eagle with Broad Tail, wmk 1, envelope form III size: 142X116mm, sent 1857  300 
   from Rybinsk to Kostroma containing 35 silver roubles, on exhibition page 

50793 F   www 1868 Three envelopes, type 1, Size D, with bottom and side flaps pointed, unused & fine  300

50794 F  154 1875 Stationery type 2, 4k green sent in 1878 from St.Petersburg to London, showing  500 
   VARIETY Missing “n” on text-side, only 11 used cards recorded, small tears but very rare 

50795 F  154 1875 5k Violet, town post stationery, showing open “O” in KOPEK variety, cancelled by  200 
   town post-office N°4 pmk and sent locally within St.Petersburg 

50796 F  156 1909 Stationery card type 1 card with extra 3k used in 1911 with advertisement for an  200 
   insurance company sent from Irtkutsk to Amsterdam, advertisement cards cost 1k extra 

50797 F  156 1915 Double-weight 14k postal stationery uprated with 1914 Charity 1k (3) and 3k,   200 
   sent from Moscow to Petrograd 

Soviet Union

50798 DCE  156 1932 Moscow 1st All-Union Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet “kartonka”, a very nice BL. 01 5’000 
   example in almost perfect condition, some insignificant light creasing at top, unused  
   as issued, scarce exhibition item (Standart € 20’000) 

50799 H   www 1933 All-Union Philatelic Exhibition Leningrad complete set of 2 (15k with horizontal 315-316 100 
   watermark), used, Mi 427Y,428X, €420, plus 1937 Pushkin miniature sheet used with  
   special vistavka obliteration, slightly smaller format otherwise very fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50787
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50790
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THE FAMOUS “ INVERTED LEVANEVSKY SURCHARGE”

 

50800 CC   1935 Moscow to San Francisco flight by Levanevskiy, 1R on 10K mint never hinged   
   single, showing INVERTED SURCHARGE (pos.5)  
     

   Extremely fresh and very fine for this (tiny minim dark spot on gum & some gum slight  
   cracks), important Soviet rarity and highlight for an advanced airmail and / or Soviet  
   Union or airmail exhibit  
     

   Expertise: Signed Brun & others, cert. Zagorsky (2015)   
       
                                                                                                        Estimate: € 40’000 - € 50’000   
   

 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50800
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50801 A    1955ca. Alexander Popov essays, 1k to 100r (13), with 1k to 10r in triangular format  3’000 
   and 25r to 100r in large rectangular format depicting Popov, all affixed to presentation  
   cards with specimen hs 

 
50802 50806

50802 CC    1956-1958 Selection of better line perforations and 1 better comb perforation, Std. nos.  200 
   1835A, 1919A, 2012A, 2022A, 2024A, 1969A, 2049A-2050A, 2070A, 2105A, € 1’000+ 

50803 CC A  156 1960 Siberian tiger (tigris altaica) essay in complete never hinged sheet of 50 printed  500 
   by Czech State printing company for the Pochta SSSR, in complete sheet relatively  
   seldom offered + 4 single essays with one colour missing respectively 1 colour shifted 

50804 CC   www 1960 Riccione Philatelic Fair in 2 complete overprint sheets (5x4), both sheets showing 2378, 100 
   4x type II overprint,  Mi no.2379 € 600+, Standard € 430+ 2378Ka

50805 CC DCE www 1962 Cosmonaut space exhibition souvenir sheets (7) in various designs, colours and  100 
     papers, fine 

50806 P   1979 Space Flight with Bulgaria, 15k unissed imperforate proof being similar to issued  150 
   6k & 32k, very scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50801
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50801
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50802
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50802
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50806
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Batum

50807 C H   www 1920, Small mint selection with 1920 (Apr) 25r on 5k black surch. (mint & used), blue  50 
   surch, 25r on 25k and 50r on 50k, and 1920 (Jun) set (SG £273) 

Post in China

50808 F  156 1908 Registered 10k Stationery from Chefoo to Denmark bearing extra 1k, 2k and 7k  150 
   adhesives, dated 9.8.1908, a few stains but not detracting from this unusual destination 

Post in Levant

 

50809 L   1865 Ropit 10pa blue and brown, Sperati forgery, signed, very fine and scarce  100

 

50810 F   1878 Cover from Mersina to Beirut franked with 10p in vertical pair with large margins  15’000 
   but touched at upper right, extremely attractive and very rare, cert. Melnikov 2004,  
   ex Steindler 1972 

50811 F  156 1892 Card from Smyrna to Vienna with 10k diagonal bisect tied by “Ropit/Smyrne” double  300 
   ring pmk in blue, authorized for use as 5k during a shortage, some adhesion faults to  
   card otherwise fine, ex Burrus 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50809
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50810
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Tannu Tuva

 
5081350812

50812 C   1933 35 on 15k red-brown Fiscal stamp, mint, very fine, rare, signed  400

50813 H   1940-41 Airmail 20k on 75k hand surcharge, violet cds, fine, signed Calves  300

50814 DCE  156 1943 Anniv. of Independence, 25k slate-blue in sheetlet of five, unused, very fine, scarce  150

50815 CC C   www 1926-36 Duplicated ranges mint and CTO, perf and imperf, noted 1927 and 1932  Offer 
   surcharged sets (Est. € 100/200) 

Collections

50816 F   www 1848-1916, POSTAL STATIONERY: Attractive exhibition collection of 230 Russian Empire  Offer 
   items neatly and knowledgeably mounted on exhibition pages in two album, wonderful  
   selection of earlies incl. St.Petersburg post, fascinating selection of usage and uprating,  
   many addressed abroad, see web for complete scans of the collection (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50817 F   www 1850-1945, Postal history accumulation of ca.140 covers/cards in an album, mostly  Offer 
   Empire period, with advertising covers, attractive inflationary multiple frankings, postal  
   stationery, insured receipt cards, registered, airmails, etc., an interesting group  
   (Est. € 500/700) 

50818 CC C   1857-1999, Mint & used collection in nine volumes from N°1 onwards, most value lying  Offer 
 H  in the 1930s-50s Soviet era with many never hinged sets and souvenir sheets (incl.  
   airplane, stamps on stamps set of three, green Gymnast 1964, etc.) (Est. € 1’000/2’000) 

50819 H   www 1858-1917, Cancellation collection identified on 17 filled pages, incl. smaller towns  Offer 
   and villages, some used abroad, etc., interesting with the possibility of some rare  
   cancels (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

50820 CC C www 1858-1923, Small selection of Russia and related areas including several 1858 30K  Offer 
 H    mint& used, small selection of Zemstvos and substantial Ukraine, fine (Est. € 500/800) 

50821 C H   1858-1939, Mostly used collection in an album, pretty standard with better completion  Offer 
   in the Soviet period (Est. € 400/600) 

50822 CC C  www 1858-1971, Excellent original mint and used collection nicely displayed in 10 home-made  Offer 
 H    albums containing many thousands, including over 90 min.sheets and nicely laced with  
   better items up to £3200 (rare type 2K worker imperf), from classic to good middle period,  
   including charity stamps, air mail and other B.O.B. Nice comprehensive collection with  
   later material valued very low, much value in better items. Have a good look at the early  
   books + B.O.B. and flip quickly through the later books (Est. € 2’000/3’000). 

50823 CC C    1858-1990, Attractive Soviet Union collection neatly written up in four albums from  Offer 
 H  the 1950s onwards showing better sets and singles including 1950 Stalin min.sheet,  
   plus 14 stockbooks with a great deal of useful material from Imperial Russia to the  
   Soviet Union including some airs, mostly fine (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50812
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50813
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50824 CC C  1859-2011, Collection in 10 albums plus stock of duplicates, well advanced incl.  Offer 
 H F   Airmails, territories, Ukraine, Armenia, Tuva, PO in China, etc., a few covers, ideal basis  
   for expansion (Est. € 3’000/5’000) 

50825 F   www 1862-1951 Group of 89 covers, postcards and postal stationery, all addressed to  Offer 
   Switzerland including registered, censored, printed matter, stampless (Est. € 400/600) 

50826 F   www 1872-1927, Attractive POSTAL STATIONERY collection of 270 cards en covers, all neatly  Offer 
   written up on pages from the early cards to late Imperial Russia, with Formula card  
   types, Town Post, extensive Reply-Card section, Romanovs, with also St.Petersburg &  
   Moscow address cards, Official cards, cards for armed forces, (WWI), Russian expeditionary  
   forces in France, formula cards used by postal districts, Petrograd overprints, German  
   occupation of Baltic Areas, Russi P.O.s abroad, etc. (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50827 F   1880-1918, Offices in Turkey Postal History. Interesting group of 96 covers and cards  Offer 
   from an old-time specialized coll. most value in better frankings of coat of arms issues  
   and local overprint with Beyrouth, Constantinople Jaffa, Jerusalem, Mt Athos, Rizeh and  
   Smyrne, most being to foreign destinations. Wonderful original lot offering great op-  
   portunity for students, collectors or dealers (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

50828 C H  172 1884-1920, Small group with 11 ZEMSTVOS, 7 imperial stamps perfined, 1920 100R x  Offer 
 F    great op of six showing partial impression on 3 stamps, 1914 Saving book to buy a  
   Singer sewer machine, 1866 10k in pair + 3k tied by St Petersburg 01.08.75 cds to  
   registered cover to London, arrival ds 17.08.1875, fine (Est. € 200/300) 

50829 F   www 1887-1904 Selection of nine covers and cards mostly from the Baltics to scarce des-  Offer 
   tinations, including Argentina, double card to the USA, re-directed to South Africa, incoming  
   mail incl. pair of covers from Denmark to the Emperor of Russia (Est. € 300/500) 

50830 F   www 1890-1913, Lot of 29 WRAPPERS from the Russian Imperial period, mint & used, neatly  Offer 
   mounted on exhibition pages, includes also some Russian P.O. in China a Eastern  
   Republic (Est. € 150/300) 

50831 F    172 1890-1917, Specialised exhibition collection on Imperial Russia postal stationery double-  Offer 
   cards with 54 items neatly mounted on pages, noted 1906 essay of 10+10k card, 1917  
   card with scarce vignettes, much Romanovs, and P.O. abroad, fine (Est. € 800/1’200) 

50832 F   www 1896-1917, POSTAL STATIONERY Collection of 26 mint & used money order forms and  Offer 
   parcel post documents, a fascinating lot for the postal historian, see web (Est. € 300/500) 

50833 C   www 1917-18 WRANGEL ARMY mint collection, incl. varieties such as inverted overprints,  Offer 
   good deal of completion, generally fine and fresh (160+), and UKRAINE mint selection  
   with Trident ovpts (42) (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50834 F   172 1917-23, Exhibition collection on 72 pages (in French) displaying a study on Russian  Offer 
   Postal tariff during this period of  the Russian Revolution, noted a large array of different  
   frankings, Saving stamps usages, internal and Foreign rates (some during a very short  
   period), etc., a fascinating field for further research & expansion, a solid basis for an  
   award-winning exhibition (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

50835 H   1920-45, Lot of used sets and singles on group of stockcards, number of plate and  Offer 
   watermark varieties (Est. € 240/300) 

50836 F   www 1923-90, POSTAL STATIONERY Exhibition collection with 133 mint & used items from  Offer 
   the Soviet period, double-cards, upratings, etc., a fine lot, see web for complete scans  
   (Est. € 400/700) 

50837 F   www 1926-66, A fine accumulation of about 80 POSTAL STATIONERY double cards, mostly  Offer 
   unused& therefore nearly all intact with both parts together still, very few used, mostly  
   1930s to 1940s and generally in good condition (Est. € 400/600) 

50838 F   1940-50, One man’s collection on the postal history of the Siege of Leningrad written  Offer 
   up, including dozens of interesting political caricatures/propaganda covers among the  
   approx. 150 postal history items, plenty of different censor strikes, triangular covers,  
   colour cancellations, etc., a most interesting collection to view (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 
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50839 F   www 1941-1947 Selection of 19 propaganda POSTAL STATIONERY cards, mostly unused,   Offer 
   with duplication, mostly medium to better and scarce group, (Mi P164, P165, P164,   
   P189, P195 approx. €1’300+) (Est. € 200/300) 

50840 CC   1945-99, Complete never hinged collection in six hingeless Schaubek album, very fine  Offer 
   (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

Spain

 
5084350841

50841 CC   1936 Grenada 30c blue perf.11 top marginal pair, mint nh (mounted in margins), 564D 200 
   production perf. fault at foot of left stamp o/w fine (Yv. € 2’400+) 

50842 CC C   www 1938 Submarines, the min.sheet never hinged plus the extracts from the min.sheet,   240 
   mint set to 15p, plus a 6p imperf., nice group (Yvert ca.€2’000) 

50843 CC    1946 Don Juan III unissued 50c grey, 10P ultramarine and 10P chocolate, never hinged  300

50844 H  www 1850-65, Attractive used collection with better incl. 1850 12c and 5r, 1851 6c with blue-  Offer 
   green “spider”, 12c, 5r, 1852 12c, 2r & 6r, 1853 1c & 6r, 1854 6r, 1865 19c, etc.,  
   condition is generally very good with attractive cancels and four margins throughout  
   (Est. € 3’000/4’000) 

50845 CC C www 1850-1910, Magnificent old time original collection housed on 5 rather humble appearing  Offer 
 H    ancient Maury album pages. The value in this unassuming little lot, however is astounding,  
   as it is nearly complete for the period, mostly mint with better 19c and high value to 10R  
   and 10R throughout. We also note that the seldom offered telegraph sets are here as  
   well. Condition in gen F-VF with occ. small faults as expected for a classics collection,   
   a great lot (Est. € 12’000/15’000) 

50846 CC C www 1859-1940, Spanish Colonies collection in Philos album, with Philippines, Cuba and  Offer 
 H    Spanish West Indies, Morocco, Spanish Sahara, Rio de Oro with values up to 10 pesetas,  
   fresh & fine (Est. € 300/400) 

50847 L   156 1934ca, 160+ essays from the famous French forger SPERATI made around 1934, very  Offer 
   rare (Est. € 1’000/1’500) 

50848 F   www 1937-53, Lot of 97 covers and cards, mostly from Spanish Civil War period, much  Offer 
   censored, also a selection of propaganda vignettes, lot includes book in French from  
   Colas and “Censor marks of Spain” by Ernst Heller (Est. € 200/300) 

Sweden

50849 C H   www 1855-1932 Collection on old Schaubek leaves, largely complete (except some top values  Offer 
 G  mainly classic period), mostly mint hinged or used, mostly fine to very fine, according  
   to Mi about € 8000, a nice basic collection to start with Sweden (Est. € 200/300) 

Turkey

50850 F  172 1881 Registered envelope from Constantinople to Galatz, Romania, franked 1876-82  200 
   Duloz 2pi in combination with Empire 1pi, cover faults, unusual & scarce combination 

50851 H G  www 1862-85, Toughra and Duloz issues neatly mounted on exhibition pages, varieties,  Offer 
 F P    shades, proofs, etc. (Est. € 1’200/2’000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50841
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=194&cat=50843
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50852 CC DCE www 1863 20pa to 5pi selection mounted on 6 old-time album pages incl. mint, used, pairs, 1-4 Offer 
 H G A  one tête-bêche & 1 proof, interesting cancels, mixed to very fine (Est. € 600/800) 

50853 C H   www 1863-1918 Collection on old Schaubek leaves, largely complete, noted Mi nr.30 signed  Offer 
 G  Thier, Toughra both sets, etc., Mi € approx. 4600 but many not counted, (crescents  
   are not counted either), mostly mint hinged or used, fine to very fine (Est. € 300/400) 

50854 F    www 1880-1950, Attractive cover group with various origins, reg’d, many postal stationery,  Offer 
   etc., to be checked carefully (Est. € 600/800) 

50855 F   172 1916-18, GERMAN MILITARY MISSION IN TURKISH EMPIRE collection of 28 covers/cards  Offer 
   (plus 2 picture postcards and a few stamps), incl. Feldpost cancels from Gleisspitze  
   Bagdadbahn, A.O.K.6, Constantinople, Mossul, Aleppo and Bagad, plus Marine Schiffspost,  
   etc., rare (Est. € 2’000/3’000) 

Cilicia

50856 CC C www 1919-20 Attractive specialized collection neatly written up on five album pages, plus  Offer 
 F J    selections of other mint stamps on stockpages, with many multiples, varieties including  
 L  inverted ovpts, double ovpts etc., one registered stationery envelope, several items  
   unrecorded by Mayo, a rare group, careful viewing recommended (306 stamps & 1 cover)   
   (Est. € 500/1000) 

Ukraine

50857 F   www 1920 Envelope sent registered from Kiev with 1918 perf. set of 5 tied by Kiev cds,  100 
   fold clear of stamps, fine 

Western Ukraine

50858 CC C  1919 Complete trident surcharge issue (121), mostly in sheets or part sheets, mostly 64-82 1’000 
 DCE   never hinged and mostly very fine (Mi. 64-82) 

Yugoslavia

50859 H  172 1921 25pa Blue, used block of nine with missing horizontal perf. variety, unusual  240

50860 C DCE   www 1968-73 Paintings, six different sets in official signed folder from the Austrian State  Offer 
   printers, mostly showing ordered alterations to the issued set, plus different shades and  
   changed values, changed inscriptions etc., a unique group (Est. € 500/1’000) 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the 
buyer understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale 
date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.




